Neighbourhood centre’s lease extension gives a big boost to funding hopes

AN extended lease has been agreed for Netherton Park Neighbourhood Centre to boost its chances of securing funding.

Sefton Council has agreed to a 25 year lease because most funding providers will need this requirement before agreeing to grants or donations.

It is hoped the decision will allow the Chester Avenue centre to push ahead with investment plans to further enhance and improve its facilities.

The tenants of the community centre is a group called Netherton Park Community Association.

A report published by the council states: “The grant of the proposed new lease will allow Netherton Park Community Association to apply for funding in order to sustain and improve the community offer for residents.”

“The council resolved to grant a 20 year lease, however the tenant now, in order to meet the criteria of any potential funders, requires a tenancy of a term of 25 years or more.

“Rejecting the request would prevent the group from applying to funders who could assist them in sustaining a much needed community facility located within an area of high deprivation.

“Big grant providers want the secure knowledge that community groups or charities have secured a lease for at least a 25 year period for any grant applications towards substantial capital investments.

“This is to give them confidence that a community group or charity has a proven track record of being able to manage the building and site and will not simply close after any substantial award has been granted.

“Netherton Park Neighbourhood Centre is situated in an area of high deprivation and operates from a substantial building on a large green site that requires continual maintenance.”

Run-down building set for new lease of life as facility ‘to improve the wellbeing of young people in area’

A RUN-DOWN sports pavilion in Bootle could be brought back into use after it was taken over by a local community group.

Orrell Mount Pavillion, which is on Orrell Road next to a playing field, has been described by Sefton Council as being in a “poor state of repair” and would need a wide-scale revamp.

The local authority has agreed to grant a 25 year lease to Linacre Bridge Community Hub, who will take over the responsibility of looking after the derelict building.

A report published by the council states: “Orrell Mount Pavilion is a vacant property held by Green Sefton.

“The property is in a poor state of repair and the council is unable to commit to undertaking repair works to bring the property back into a useable condition.

“The grant of the proposed lease will allow Linacre Bridge Community Hub to bring an underutilised property back into use as a community hub.

“Retaining Orrell Mount Pavilion for use by the council’s Green Sefton Service was considered; but deemed unviable due to its location and poor state of repair.

“This will also complement the activities already carried out at Linacre Bridge Community Hub’s other premises at Johnson’s Pavilion on Stanley Road, Bootle.

“The property shall not be used for any other use than as a community centre to provide services that will benefit and improve the wellbeing of young people and the local community.

“The tenant shall be responsible for the full repair and maintenance of the property, including the pavilion, all grassed area, hard-standing areas, hard and soft landscaping and all boundary enclosures to the satisfaction of the council as landlord.”

Fim-maker on Oscar shortlist

School ‘not doing enough to improve’

See Page 26
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A PENSIONER from Crosby who claims she accidentally let a receipt fall out her pocket was fined £50 for littering by a passing traffic warden.

The 72-year-old woman, who did not want to be named, was on St Luke’s Road on Saturday, January 4 when she reached into her pocket to get her mobile phone.

A civil enforcement officer then appeared and fined her on the spot for littering, claiming she had just dropped a receipt onto the ground.

The pensioner claimed she hadn’t realised and it was an accidental, but the fine was still issued.

Her daughter, who spoke to the Champion on her behalf, said: “My mum was walking back from Tesco Express and she can get pains in her legs, so she stopped on the pavement and reached to get her phone out of her pocket.

“A receipt must have come out of her pocket and blew away.

“A traffic warden has then appeared and fined her £50, which will go up to £75 if she doesn’t pay in a certain amount of time.

“My mum tried to explain what had happened but he wasn’t listening. She told him she can’t afford £50 but he said ‘that’s not my problem’.

“It was a windy day and it was completely accidental. He just wasn’t interested though.

“I’m trying to appeal. The council said they are going to review any footage so I would like to see this as well.”

A spokesman for Sefton Council said: “We are aware of an incident whereby a civil enforcement officer issued a woman a fine for dropping litter on St Luke’s Road.

“Body camera footage has been reviewed and we are satisfied that the officer’s conduct was appropriate, and the fixed penalty notice was correctly served.

“We understand that receiving a fine may have been distressing for her.

“However, the cleanliness of our local environment is important to us and littering is an issue that we take very seriously.”
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REPORT BY Tom Martin
Man caught selling cannabis wanted to make a ‘quick buck’ before holiday

By Lynda Roughtley

A YOUNG man from Netherton caught supplying cannabis told police he just wanted to make a “quick buck” before he went on holiday.

Carl Mooney had ten bags of cannabis on him when stopped by officers and during a search of his Netherton home.

He two sets of scales and snap bags were recovered.

Paul Blasbery, prosecuting, told Liverpool Crown Court that the drugs had a potential street value of £224 and when his mobile phone was analysed there were ten drug related messages.

Mooney, 19, was caught with the drugs exactly a year ago from when he appeared in court on Friday, January 10.

“When told he was going to be searched, he became distressed and started to cry.”

After the drugs and £20 cash was recovered from him he was arrested and said, “All I wanted to do was make a quick buck before I went on holiday.”

Mooney, of Quigley Avenue, Netherton, who pleaded guilty to possessing cannabis with intent to supply, had no previous convictions at the time but the court heard that last October he received a community order for motoring offences.

Imposing an eight month prison sentence on him suspended for 18 months Judge Sophie McKone pointed out that cannabis “is not a harmless drug.”

“It brings misery not just to those who use it but to the wider community because people commit offences to pay for their cannabis. It is anti-social and you peddle this misery.”

She ordered him to carry out 200 hours unpaid work and imposed a curfew for six months between 8pm and 6am.

Sarah Holt, defending, said that Mooney and his family had been devastated by the death of his mother not long ago.

He had been in employment but has lost his job because of the time off he needed to deal with the court proceedings.

Hundreds of pupils to watch film at cinema

MORE than 700 schoolchildren will watch a film at the Plaza Cinema, in Waterloo, aimed at broadening their knowledge of bullying and victimisation.

Youngsters will go to the cinema on Monday, January 27 to watch ‘The Island on Bird Street’, which follows the true story of a teenager trying to survive in a ghetto in Poland during World War Two.

If there are any schools who want to attend on Monday afternoon contact the Plaza email mar-tin.fol@plazacinema.org.uk

Just a week after winning a Golden Globe, film-maker Chris is now on shortlist for an Oscar!

Report by Kenny Parker

JUST one week after picking up a Golden Globe, an animation film maker who studied at Hugh Baird College has now been nominated for an Oscar.

Chris Butler’s ‘stop motion’ animation film Missing Link, which won a Golden Globe last week is one of five films short-listed from 35 nominations for the Best Animation Film category at this year’s Academy Awards, commonly known as the Oscars – the film industry’s most prestigious awards.

It is again pitted against Disney’s Toy Story 4 and Dream Works’ How to Train Your Dragon: Hidden World – both of which it triumphed over at the Golden Globes – and also Spanish film Klaus and French film I Lost My Body.

Chris, from Maghull, attended Lydiate Primary School and Deyes High School, before studying at an art foundation course at Hugh Baird College and studying for a degree in Surrey.

After a spell in London he has been working for 13 years for Laika studios in Oregon, USA, where he made Missing Link.

Chris’s mum Barbara said: “We couldn’t believe it because to all the other big films that were nominated, 32 altogether, and he went down to the last five.

“He is just overjoyed. Even if he does not get the Oscar, he has been nominated. We are all in a dream. There is only one Disney film that’s nominated, Toy Story 4, so he stands a good chance.”

As well as picking up a Golden Globe, Missing Link also won the best animated film at the Toronto Film Critics Association Awards last December.

The film and its crew have also been nominated for eight awards at the Annie Awards, which honour excellence in the field of animation and will be held in Los Angeles on January 25 – among them

Chris is nominated for Outstanding Achievement for Directing in an Animated Feature Production.

It is not the first time Chris has been in the running for an Oscar after also being shortlisted in 2012 for stop motion animated comedy horror film ParaNorman, which he wrote and co-directed.

Missing Link, featuring the voices of Hugh Jackman, Stephen Fry, and Zoe Saldana tells the tale of Mr Link, an eight-foot tall, fur-covered ‘Sasquatch’ or Bigfoot, who becomes tired of living all alone.

He befriends an explorer and an adventurer to help him find his long-lost relatives in the fabled valley of Shangri-La.

At the Golden Globes, Chris was not expecting to win so he did not prepare a speech. He thanked those who worked on the film and paid tribute to his mum and dad Tony, who died two years while the film was being made.

His mum says he might just prepare a speech for the Oscars! She said: “I think he might prepare one just in case this time!” The Oscars will be held in Hollywood on Sunday February 9.

Long waits to see a doctor and lack of mental health support are top concerns for patients

Healthcare Sefton promise to make solving issues a priority for 2020

Report by Tom Martin

PATIENTS in Bootle have revealed their concerns over getting GP appointments and a lack of mental health support after they were asked to give feedback on the local health service.

Healthwatch Sefton has been asking locals for their views as part of its #SpeakUp2020 campaign, calling on people to share the changes they want to see to their local health and care services.

Patients told Healthwatch Sefton of their concern in trying to get a GP appointment, which resulted in the health team carrying out an engagement campaign asking for feedback in Bootle and Southport.

Some of the comments included “not being able to get through until later in the day” and “I can’t see a GP, I’m always sent to Litherland walk-in or A&E”.

Other concerns included NHS dental provision and mental health support, particularly for men, and Healthwatch Sefton will now make these “health and care priorities” for 2020.

Sir Robert Francis QC, chair of Healthwatch England, said: “Taking the time to listen to people’s experiences of care and what they want to see done differently is enlightening and often generates a range of practical solutions that can help services better meet the demands being placed on them. This is what we do at Healthwatch. We take the time to listen.

“But we cannot improve things on our own. If anyone wants to share their experience or an idea they think might help, I urge them to get involved and speak to Healthwatch Sefton.”

People can share the changes they want to see by getting in touch with Healthwatch Sefton by phoning 0800 206 1304; emailing info@healthwatchsefton.co.uk or by completing a short survey:

www.healthwatch.co.uk/speak-2020

Hurry up to get your eyes checked

A SPECIAL offer is being offered to local residents who need glasses.

FREE single vision lenses with designer glasses are being made available for £10.

2 pairs of bifocal glasses from £95.

Terms & conditions apply.

Free NHS SIGHT tests for kids going free.

Chris Butler with his Golden Globe won for his film Missing Link
A UNIQUE drama company staged a special celebration event in Netherton to salute the success of its members on a linked college course.

New Centre Stage held the certificate presentation to mark the achievements of 14 group members who have successfully completed a two-year St Helens College course, the Certificate in Skills for Further Learning and Employment.

The event was held in the Netherton studio theatre of the group which is run by adult social care providers, New Directions.

The flexible Open Awards-accredited course has been using drama as the basis of a range of activities designed to help students acquire useful new life and work skills.

Group members have been encouraged to set a number of individual goals to boost their personal awareness, health and wellbeing, self-confidence and self-esteem.

The aim is that over time the course will have a very positive effect in terms of students’ personal development, social skills and employability.

New Centre’s stage activity lead, Vicky Bennett, said: “The group members involved have worked very hard on this course over the past two years and really deserve their success.

“They have been particularly enthusiastic about the use of drama as the basis of many of the activities and I am sure they will find the new skills they have learned extremely useful in the future.”

New Centre Stage has built up an impressive track record of successful productions of hit musicals including The Greatest Showman and the Wizard of Oz.

Other recent appearances have also included an evening of dance and a performance at the Anne Frank memorial event at the Bootle Strand Shopping Centre.

Report by Tom Martin
High school ‘still not doing enough’ to get itself out of special measures

A SCHOOL in Bootle which is in special measures is “not doing enough” to improve, according to a new report.

The Champion reported how Savio High School was criticised by Ofsted and given their lowest possible rating of ‘Inadequate’ in October 2016 and then again in February 2019.

A Monitoring Visit was held last month to check on the school’s progress but a report published on Monday, January 13 details how “leaders and managers are not taking effective action towards the removal of special measures”.

The inspector believes a key reason for this is the absence of a permanent and long-term headteacher.

The Ofsted report notes: “Since the previous inspection, an associate headteacher has been appointed to work alongside the senior leadership team for two days each week. This is a temporary arrangement.

“Leaders and the chair of governors are not aware whether this support will continue after March 2020.

“In addition to the associate headteacher, the seconded headteacher’s appointment to the school has been extended for another year.

“The chair of governors and the seconded headteacher are keen to find a permanent solution to who will be the substantive headteacher of the school.

“However, little is known about whether this temporary arrangement will continue. This uncertainty in the senior leadership of the school is a barrier to removing the school from special measures.”

Other criticisms include “pupils’ achievement remains very poor”, “teachers’ use of assessment is not good enough” and “not enough teachers have high expectations of what pupils can achieve.”

Ofsted also claims Savio has not been supported enough by Sefton Council. The report states: “The local authority has provided very little support to the school since the previous inspection in February 2019.”

The Monitoring Visit report will be sent to the chair of the governing body, the director of education for the Archdiocese of Liverpool, the regional schools commissioner and the Director of Children’s Services for Sefton.

One of the more positive aspects of the report notes how the “seconded headteacher has worked to repair many of the broken relationships between staff and senior leaders.”

It also states that the [Special Educational Needs Coordinator] has “quickly ensured that teachers have access to important information about pupils with special educational needs.”

A spokesperson for Sefton Council said: “It is very important that pupils attending Savio Salesian College receive the best quality of education possible.

“The local authority has worked closely with the Archdiocese over a number of years providing a wide range of support including financial and training opportunities.

“It is our priority to offer support and work in partnership with the Archdiocese, to ensure that standards continue to improve.”

‘We are determined that by the next inspection we will be able to show more progress’: letter sent to parents

IN response to the Monitoring Visit, a letter was sent by Savio High School to parents.

It reads: “Inspectors noted the positive steps that are being taken to improve the quality of education that pupils receive and that subject leaders have raised their expectations of what pupils can achieve.

“They also noted that subject curricula were now more ambitious for pupils and in some subjects such as maths and geography now much more organised.

“Other positive points noted included the way that school leaders support staff and understand well the challenges faced.

“These positive points are much tempered by the consistent thread in the report that progress is not fast enough, that curriculum planning has too many weaknesses, that school development plans are not good enough and that, as a result, pupils’ achievement has been below expectation.

“We believe that it is our duty to report this honestly and we accept that there is a great deal of work to be done to show that things are improving.

“Financial investment in improvement came in October.

“Even though it was clear to inspectors that there has been improvement this academic year, the measure has to be taken from February when the school underwent full inspection.

“We are determined that by the next monitoring inspection which will take place in late spring/early summer we will be able to demonstrate more rapid progress which will impact on pupil achievement.

“Your patience and support is greatly valued.

“Staff work hard to ensure your children are safe and happy in school and we are making the necessary changes to ensure that they also achieve and make progress.”
Rimrose Valley group contact minister over Peel Ports influence on new road project

AN open letter has been sent to the government by the Save Rimrose Valley group about its “serious concerns” over Peel Ports’ relationship with Highways England.

The Champion recently reported that a Freedom of Information (FOI) request revealed emails sent between Peel Ports and Highways England as staff from both companies discussed the proposed road to be build through Rimrose Valley Country Park.

The Save Rimrose Valley action group claim the emails showed Peel is the “driving force” behind the controversial road plan.

They have now written to Transport Secretary, Grant Shapps, asking him to look into the issue.

The campaigners also claim the FOI request was not fully answered, because they claim some emails were kept back.

Stuart Bennett from Save Rimrose Valley said: “It is no surprise that Peel Ports has a role to play in this project – it is called the Port of Liverpool Access Scheme, after all.

“However, we have serious concerns about the transparency of this process, the nature of their relationship and what information has passed between the two organisations.

“We are questioning whether it is appropriate for a privately-owned company to have so much influence in this hugely unpopular project, when it stands to benefit from it the most.

“We already know that Peel Ports was involved in efforts to secure funding for the project and that it offered tours of the port to influential parties.

“More communications between the two companies have been withheld and the public aren’t being given the full picture of their collaborative efforts in trying to push the scheme forward.

“We have asked the Transport Secretary to look into this as a matter of urgency.

“We have also repeated our calls for the road scheme to be halted, in order to allow time for proper research into sustainable alternatives to moving freight to and from the Port of Liverpool, which respect our health and wellbeing and the environment.”

Report by Tom Martin

Transport Secretary Grant Shapps.

“What is more concerning is that more communications between the two companies have been withheld and the public aren’t being given the full picture of their collaborative efforts in trying to push the scheme forward.

“We have asked the Transport Secretary to look into this as a matter of urgency. We have also repeated our calls for the road scheme to be halted, in order to allow time for proper research into sustainable alternatives to moving freight to and from the Port of Liverpool, which respect our health and wellbeing and the environment.”
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Driver hit 140mph on the M62 when chased by police

**Report by Lynda Roughley**

A DISQUALIFIED driver from Litherland led police on a horrifying 140 mph motorway chase, weaving in and out of heavy traffic and hurting along the hard shoulder.

The pursuing police car, which followed Stephen Beaumont for eight miles along the M62 from Liverpool towards Warrington, was eventually dramatically forced to ram him off the road when he suddenly did a sharp right heading towards on-coming vehicles.

Miraculously no-one was injured as a result of his appalling driving which took place while he was being investigated following another high speed police chase in a stolen car and while banned following offences in 2017.

Judge Stuart Driver, QC, told 30-year-old Beaumont that the latest offence was “as bad an example of dangerous driving as it is possible to see without serious injury, which was by pure luck.”

He said it was aggravated by the fact he had been released under investigation for the earlier dangerous driving and while subject to supervision or licence after his jail sentence.

“The whole case is aggravated by your criminal record involving 27 previous convictions, some of which are motoring offences,” Judge Driver said.

Mr Criddle said he committed the next dangerous driving offence on December 2 last year which began at 11.15 am on the M62 from junction 9 while he was driving a blue Ford Fiesta.

“He clearly became aware he was being followed by a police vehicle and travelled eight miles at speeds up to 140 mph.”

Mr Criddle played police damcash footage of the chase which showed Beaumont travelling at times on the hard shoulder, crossing three lanes of traffic before crossing back and again travelling on the hard shoulder.

Police deployed a ‘stinger’ device which deflated one of the vehicles’ tyres but he continued along and exited the motorway at 90 mph, going through a red traffic light at the roundabout before going back onto the slip road back onto the motorway.

He then made a sharp right taking him along the wrong side of the motorway and the pursuing officer “took the decision to ram the vehicle to prevent him causing serious injuries to other road users,” said Mr Criddle.

The court heard Beaumont’s record includes dangerous and aggravated vehicle taking offences.

His barrister, Jack Troup said Beaumont had been jailed for a year in April last year for assault, possessing a knife and drugs and released on October 17 and “had been trying to re-build his life. His father had given him a job and he was doing well.”

DEREK Acorah’s wife ‘still speaks to’ late husband

**Report by Tom Martin**

DEREK Acorah’s wife has spoken for the first time since her husband’s death and revealed she is speaking to him from beyond the grave.

Gwen Acorah Johnson, 71, was left devastated after Derek died on January 4 at the age of 69 following a short battle with pneumonia which led to sepsis.

In an interview with the Sunday People, Gwen said: “Derek believed life goes on in another dimension. There’s an element of comfort in that because it’s not a big blank wall and he’s gone.”

“I keep thinking I must pick up the phone and tell Derek. I actually do tell him. I talk to him. People may think I’m mad. I’ve nagged him all his life so why shouldn’t I continue?”

She added that she won’t try to speak to Derek through a medium and ‘has faith he’s OK’. Gwen, who married Derek in 1996, revealed the Most Haunted star was rushed to hospital on New Year’s Day after they both got the flu over Christmas.

The Celebrity Big Brother star, who was born in Bootle and later lived in Scarisbrick, near Southport, was put in an induced coma and passed away just days later.

His real name was Derek Johnson and was best known for his television work on Most Haunted, broadcast on Living TV.
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Parents vow to keep Teddy’s memory alive

Report by Tom Martin

PARENTS from Litherland who tragically lost their two-year-old son on Christmas Day want to keep his memory alive by raising awareness of his rare genetic condition.

Teddy Curry was diagnosed with Peroxisomal Bio-genesis Disorder (PBD) just months after he was born in December 2017.

The degenerative condition, which affects just one in 50,000 people, causes global developmental delays, deafness, blindness/multi-sensory loss and a plethora of other health issues.

His loving parents, Stephanie and Adam, decided to create a bucket list of adventures for their little boy, which included a donkey ride, visiting the Blackpool lights and a trip to watch Liverpool at Anfield.

Teddy’s story captured the hearts of many at the Reds, and defender Trent Alexander-Arnold paid a visit to their family home to meet the youngster.

The two-year-old passed away on Christmas Day in his mum’s arms, and the family say they have been inundated with messages of support.

Stephanie said: “The supportive comments on social media have really meant a lot to me.

“I have posted a lot on social media, showing Teddy’s adventures - the highs and the lows - so I’m sure people feel like they have known him in a way.

“We are really lucky to have our supportive family and close friends.

“I lost my grandad suddenly on Boxing Day so it’s been a tough time for us.

“Adam and I were totally overwhelmed by the turnout at Teddy’s funeral. Some of the staff at Alder Hey have become like family over the last two years and bizarrely it feels strange now knowing they won’t be in our life as they were.”

Teddy’s tragic death comes just three years after the parents sadly lost their first son Louis in December 2016.

Louis had a severe form of spina bifida and part of his brain wasn’t forming as it should have been, and he passed away at 21 weeks.

Stephanie and Adam want Teddy to be remembered for “all the good things he brought” to their lives and want to raise awareness of Zell-weger UK, which is a charity that supports those diagnosed with PBD.

Stephanie said: “PBD is such a rare condition not many people, medics included, know about it and there are very few teams interested in it.

“Not many people also know about the Zellweger UK charity who offer practical support for families affected by PBD. They have been another lifeline for me, it’s ran by other families who are so know-ledgable about the condition.

“We attended a family conference in Devon which they arranged back in September, and it was so lovely to meet other families who just get it.”

To find more about Zellweger UK or to donate to the charity, visit the charity: www.zell-weger.org.uk/
A PLEA for the government to invest in a new building at a primary school in Lydiate has been made by MP Bill Esterson after he was shocked to discover pupils had to wear coats in class to keep warm.

The Sefton Central visited Lydiate Primary School, as it welcomed pupils on Monday, January 6 after it had been closed since November 22 due to health and safety concerns with reports that pieces of concrete had been falling off the roof.

The children spent the last few weeks of the autumn term at Maghull High School. It is understood that £400,000 will be spent on repairs in the coming months but the MP said this will just be a “sticking plaster”.

He told students and staff that he was shocked to hear they had been wearing coats in the classroom in order to stay warm and took the campaign for a new building direct to Westminster after promising pupils he would fight to get them “safe, warm and dry” classrooms.

During Questions to the Leader Of The House of Commons in Parliament last week, the MP said: “Lydiate Primary School is in desperate need of a new build.

“Governors are doing all they can to make do but it is simply not economically viable to continue.”

“The school desperately needs funding for a new build.

“The children are wearing coats in the classroom to keep warm. This is completely unacceptable. I am told there are leaks in the roof and damp.

“When the children were moved out to Maghull High School temporarily they were amazed at not having to wear their outdoor coats.

“Spending £400,000 on a range of sticking plaster repairs will be money down the drain.

“It is simply not acceptable that the children and staff have to put up with leaks, with concrete falling off the walls and plaster falling off the ceiling.

“The wiring needs to be replaced while energy bills are absurdly high because of the poor insulation. But this will only delay the inevitable. It needs a new build.

“The damp throughout the school is a danger to the health of pupils and staff.”

Mr Esterson has asked to meet the Education Secretary over the issue. Lydiate Primary headteacher Georgina Forshaw said: “It was a pleasure to welcome Mr Esterson in to our school and the children had the opportunity to ask an MP some great questions from Brexit to football.

“Mr Esterson has been saddened to hear we had to temporarily move out of our school due to concerns with our school building and is keen to raise the issue of school funding in parliament.”

Chair of Governors Claire Moore added: “It’s incredibly reassuring to know we have the support of our MP in lobbying central government for the funding we need to ensure that the school building in which we teach our wonderful children is fit for the 21st century.”
Hospital is cordoned off after man stabbed and has ‘substance’ thrown on him

Report by Henry James

A POLICE cordon was put in place at Aintree hospital after a man, who was stabbed and had an unknown substance thrown in his face, was brought there following a serious assault. At about 6.30pm on Sunday, January 12, emergency services were called to Inglis Road, in Walton, to reports of a man in his 20s being reportedly stabbed. The victim was taken to Aintree Hospital for assessment of his injuries and to establish the nature of the substance. Medical staff have now confirmed that the substance does not present any wider risk to others.

A cordon was in place at the scene of the assault as detectives conducted house-to-house, forensic and CCTV enquiries. A cordon was also in place at the hospital while their own medical assessment was made. This has now been removed and police have thanked members of the public for their patience and understanding.

Chief Inspector Mark Everard said: “These are the early stages of our investigation into what appears to be a targeted attack. If you were in or near to Inglis Road at around 6.30pm and saw or heard anything, come forward right away and we will take positive action. This is clearly a serious assault and our focus is now on establishing the exact circumstances to bring those responsible to justice.”

Anyone with information can contact @MerPolCC, 101 or Crimestoppers anonymously on 0800 555 111 with reference number 702.

Council’s payment service to be unavailable

SEFTON Council’s online payment system will be down for a short period next Wednesday (January 22) so residents are being advised to make arrangements. In order to carry out an essential security upgrade on the council’s payment system there will be restricted access to Sefton’s online, telephone and face to face payments on Wednesday, January 22. The payments system is expected to be unavailable from 10am on Wednesday, January 22 and it is anticipated that all the upgrade work and testing should be completed by 3pm. A spokesperson said: “Please make any necessary arrangements to pay for your council services in advance of this or for anyone who normally uses the self-service payment kiosks at Bootle or Southport One Stop Shops, you can continue to do so as this service will remain in place throughout and is unaffected by this work.”

If you need a mobility bathroom but feel you can’t afford it, then we may be able to help

- Designed to be virtually maintenance free
- Designed specific to your requirements
- We design your bathroom sympathetically to the property so it does not devalue your home
- We ensure our customer’s basic facilities are maintained during the work
- All work is guaranteed 5 years

An affordable stunning makeover that simply Transforms Your Kitchen

Before

After

No need to empty cupboards
Most kitchens completed in as little as a day.
No Mess, No Fuss
All doors made to measure
Choose from laminate, acrylic solid wood or painted doors

Call for a FREE Quotation on 0800 246 1255

A family run firm with over 25 years experience
‘Metro Mayor Tax’ to be frozen in latest budget proposals

Report by Tom Martin

TAX paid by Sefton residents to the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority will be frozen under plans by metro mayor Steve Rotheram.

The so-called ‘Metro Mayor Tax’ will stay the same in 2020/21, meaning those living in the lowest-value homes (Band A properties) will continue to pay an additional £12.67 on their Council Tax bills - with that amount increasing for those living in more valuable properties.

It is part of Mr Rotheram’s key budget proposals for the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority.

The Metro Mayor Tax was introduced last year to pay for the staffing and priorities of his office.

The budget proposals would also see the Mersey Tunnel tolls frozen at 2019/20 levels, while the Transport Levy, paid by the city region’s six local authorities, would increase by 2.1%, in line with inflation, the first increase in three years.

The budget will also make special provision for key strategic priorities including the Mersey Tidal Power Project, the Liverpool City Region’s Digital Connectivity Programme and improvements to the city region’s bus services.

Speaking about the plans, Steve Rotheram, Metro Mayor of the Liverpool City Region, said: “Over the past decade, our region has been hit hard by austerity, with local government and local people bearing the brunt of government cuts.

“In spite of this, I’m optimistic about the future and the opportunities devolution gives us to make our own decisions for the benefit of local people; “From investing tens of millions in local schools and colleges, improving our transport infrastructure and providing £75million to support local business, to our UK-leading Housing First pilot to tackle homelessness and our Households into Work scheme to support families with generational unemployment, helping local people has been the driving force behind everything we do.

“And there is more to come. This year, we’ll be launching our state-of-the-art, publicly owned trains for the Merseyrail network, announcing plans to improve our bus network and moving forward with our ambitious Mersey Tidal Power project, which will harness the River Mersey for clean, green sustainable energy.

“Also want to help ease the burden on local taxpayers in the year ahead, which is why I’m freezing tunnel tolls and the council tax precept for city region residents.”

The proposals will be adopted if they are approved at the combined authority’s budget meeting on January 24.
Town council to present ‘list of objections’ over plan for 1,600 homes

Potential loss of public benefits and delays to building ‘spine road’ are among concerns

Report by Jim Sharpe

A LIST of formal objections to plans for the large-scale development on the land east of Maghull will be presented by the town council at the special meeting of Sefton Council’s Planning Committee to be held later this month.

The town council has submitted a “comprehensive list of objections” as to why the proposals to build more than 1,600 homes should be rejected as they currently stand, which they will present to the special meeting at Bootle Town Hall on Wednesday, January 22 at 1pm.

Town Council leader, Councillor Patrick McKinley, said: “We have scrutinised the planning proposals and believe as they currently stand they should be rejected.”

He said this is not ‘knee-jerk reaction’ against development per se but rather the result of detailed analysis using planning law.

He said the objections are based on detailed, sound evidential scrutiny by very experienced and well respected planning consultants.

Mr McKinley added: “Our objections include insufficient supporting evidence being supplied to meet planning requirements, the lack of a co-ordinated approach to the development, including shortcomings in the masterplan which have not been addressed, and potential loss or non-delivery of public benefits including parks and other infrastructure and mix/affordable housing.

“In short, we believe that the current proposals may breach Sefton’s own Local Plan policies and the National Policy Planning Framework.”

And Councillor John Sayers said the town council had tried to work with the developers to get a spine road through the estate at the beginning of the development “to save years of chaos on local roads.”

He said: “We even managed to negotiate a loan at a very low rate of interest to help the developers deliver this.

“We did this because they assure that they couldn’t afford to deliver this up front, despite that among the developers in the country.

“To date, the developers have not agreed to provide the spine road up front.”
Quality Kitchens and Bathrooms at Affordable Prices

Established over 30 years, and located in the Asda shopping mall in Hunts Cross, Capital are one of Merseyside’s leading suppliers and fitters of kitchens and bathrooms and are very much a one-stop shop for all your requirements.

“Our aim at Capital is to make your dream bathroom and kitchen become reality. We pride ourselves that people choose Capital because our prices, value and quality give you total piece of mind. “When we quote a fitting, we handle everything from clearing the room to preparing the walls, looking after electrics, plumbing, tiling, fitting, plus any building work, using our own tradesmen”. “So what makes Capital Kitchens and Bathrooms different? Our Capital Promise, which includes a 5-year guarantee, is a pledge we make to all our customers and is embraced by all our employees.

All estimates are provided free of charge on a no-obligation basis and 99% of our kitchens and bathrooms are fitted within one week. We take great pride in everything we do”.

CAPITAL KITCHENS & BATHROOMS
9b Hunts Cross Shopping Centre, Speke Hall Road, L24 9GB
(inside the Asda shopping mall)
0151 486 0123
Email: capitalliverpool@aol.co.uk
www.capitalkitchensbathrooms.co.uk

OPEN Mon-Fri 9am - 5.30pm
Sat 9am - 5pm • Sun 11am - 4pm

To all at Capital
We are absolutely delighted with our amazing new bathroom. We have had so many compliments from our family and neighbours we can’t thank you enough.

Mrs & Mr Bell L17

To everybody who was involved planning and fitting my kitchen I would like to say thank you! Me and my husband are over the moon and couldn’t recommend your company enough.

Thanks again!

Mrs & Mr Lee L23

www.capitalkitchensbathrooms.co.uk
Adele back on TV for another reality show

Adele, who grew up in Southport, first found fame after appearing on the 2002 series of Channel 4's Big Brother, and went on to forge a successful small screen TV show and radio career.

The 40-year-old is currently a presenter on Radio 1, and appeared in last year’s I’m A Celebrity...Get Me Out Of Here! where she was the first to be voted out of the jungle.

Adele believes her appearance on Celebrity Coach Trip will be a lot easier than the Australian jungle!

She said: “I missed Kate every single day on I’m A Celebrity...Get Me Out Of Here! and I wish she could’ve been with me but I also wish she wasn’t with me because I didn’t want her eating testicles!”

“I missed her so much and Coach Trip was so much more special because I got to do it with her.”

Adele (right) with partner Kate Holderness

Her former school took to Twitter to offer her support: “We’re excited to see Old Girl Adele Roberts on our screens once again! Best of luck on Celebrity Coach Trip, Adele!”

The new series of Celebrity Coach Trip started on Monday, January 6 and so far they have visited St Tropez and Le Lavandou, in France. Other celebrities on the show include Antony Costa and Simone Webbe, from boyband Blue, Amy and Jonathan Tapper, from Gogglebox, and internet pranksters Woody and Kleiny.
Wrong time for planning meeting

Sefton Council is to hold a meeting regarding the building of 1,700 houses in Maghull on a Wednesday at 1pm in Bootle, knowing full well many of those who want to attend, myself included, will be at work.

Although objections have previously been put to Sefton Council, it seems that planning permission will be granted regardless of the views of residents, and the lack of infrastructure.

It strikes me that those involved in this decision do not live in the area and are therefore of the opinion ‘if it’s not on my doorstep.’

Elaine Wall,
Maghull

Switch Island accident debris mess is a blot on landscape

I, like many readers, travel daily through our local blot on the landscape, that being Switch Island.

Apart from waiting in traffic jams, why on earth must we be subjected to the dismal sight of car debris, mangled barrier rails (that have been replaced but discarded), traffic cones, rusting frameworks that once supported road signs, sandbags, glass, etc.

Surely these remnants of traffic accidents should be removed from the site as part of the clean-up operation.

I am sure the contractors attending the site have costed into the operational service they provide, the charge to the authority for a full clean-up.

The non-removal of this debris is effectively fly-tipping which in the eyes of the law is now a criminal offence.

Secondly, the gully kerbstones, designed with drainage feature holes, are being rendered useless in the removal of surface water as there is no road sweeping or gully cleaning so the holes are allowed to fill up with grit, grass and weeds.

Switch Island attracts enough negative press as it is, without it becoming a dumping ground for all manner of vehicle debris, highways equipment and weed growth.

I am not asking for the earth here, but surely the council Highways Service and the Highways Agency can undertake a relatively simple task of keeping the areas free of all of this rubbish.

Billy Peters,
Maghull

We need more pet-friendly rental homes

As the UK’s largest dog welfare charity, Dogs Trust believes that the benefits of pet ownership shouldn’t be exclusive to homeowners, but open to private and social renters as well.

With the number of people privately renting increasing year on year, the news that the Government is looking to make it easier for private tenants to keep pets in their homes, has never been more important.

Sadly, the single biggest reason we see dogs handed in to our rehoming centres is due to a change in the owner’s circumstances, such as being unable to live in a rented property with a pet.

This can also stop people coming forward to adopt rescue animals.

This needs to change and we sincerely hope the proposed updates to model tenancy contracts will help ensure that fewer owners are forced to give up their beloved pets and that more people are able to consider adoption.

For over a decade, Dogs Trust has been working with landlords, letting agencies and the property industry on this issue.

It’s important that any updates to the model tenancy contract are backed up with appropriate guidance for landlords on how to put the changes into practice to make it fully effective and mutually beneficial for all parties involved.

We welcome the opportunity to work alongside other animal welfare organisations and the Government to ensure this forthcoming change positively impacts the property sector, and that more pet friendly rental homes become available.

Clare Kivlehan,
Head of Outreach Projects at Dogs Trust

Your quote was from the Bible

First, may I wish you very Happy New Year, and thank Jim Sharpe for your entertaining contribution to the Champion week by week.

You often manage to lift the spirits through ‘One Man and His Dog.’

In your column in last week’s Champion you quote “sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof” but you credit it to Shakespeare erroneously.

It is, in fact, to be found in the Bible of Matthew, chapter 6, verse 34 (King James Version) speaks these words as part of His ‘Sermon on the Mount.’ Shakespeare may have quoted these words in his writings (I’m not a Shakespearean scholar) but if so I hope he made reference to their original source!

Wendy Hinds,
Sefton

Better to extend Merseyrail lines to Burscough Bridge

I read the article headlined ‘Call for Merseyrail to be extended to Preston’ with interest.

Merseyrail does indeed top the league tables for reliability and performance. But this is due in large part to it being a self-contained network, unaffected by congestion elsewhere.

Extending the Ormskirk service to Preston would have a negative effect on Merseyrail’s performance, especially if it had to contend with additional Southport to Preston trains running on the same line.

If both Burscough curves are rebuilt then a better operating solution may be to extend Merseyrail from Ormskirk to Burscough Bridge on a self contained line providing connections with the Southport to Wigan/Manchester line.

Northern could then switch its Ormskirk to Preston service to run to and from Southport (calling at Burscough Bridge to connect with the new Merseyrail service). We would have a much better connected rail network without jeopardising the good service which Merseyrail already provides.

Matt,
Town Green

Port was there before residents

Peel Ports has every right to operate 24 hours a day.

We need the jobs in this area.

What people forget is the docks have been here for centuries long before the current residents.

When you move to an area you should learn to live with the activities around you.

Disappointed of Thornton,
By email
MERSEYSIDE Police has launched a new anti-knife campaign to help keep young people safe.

The campaign, called #BladeFree, comes after four people lost their lives last year in Merseyside due to knife crime.

Research has shown that many of those involved in or at risk of being drawn into knife crime, suffer from a lack of "aspiration and belonging", often as a result of living in areas with few or no opportunities for young people.

This campaign is designed to help young people steer clear of knife crime and other serious violent crime by providing support and opportunities through activities and initiatives such as sport, music, and theatre to build confidence and aspiration and improve practical skills and employability.

Through #BladeFree young people will be directed towards a range of local clubs and activities accessible across Merseyside, with the hope it can give them "ambition and opportunity".

This will be the first campaign for 'Our Merseyside', which is a regional initiative to encourage people and organisations to work together to bring pride and opportunity to Merseyside.

Anyone, and everyone, can pledge their support to #BladeFree. If you provide services, groups and opportunities that could help young people, visit the website OurMerseyside.org.

Assistant Chief Constable Jon Roy said: "We are hugely aware of the impact of knife crime on victims, their families, friends and our communities."

"We don't want people to suffer any longer and that's why we are doing everything in our power to reduce knife crime through our operational activity including open land searches, stop searches, targeted operations and high visibility patrols, as well as working closely with our communities, schools and safeguarding partners to tackle the problem by taking a more preventative approach. This is at the forefront of our partnership work within the Merseyside Violence Reduction Unit."

"We often hear that young people feel they have no opportunities, or that they're bored, that they even carry knives for protection or because it's deemed the 'norm' - but that couldn't be further from the truth."

"Merseyside is full of passionate people who are doing huge amounts of good work in their local neighbourhoods to educate, divert and influence young people away from knives and other violent crimes and we should do everything in our power to support and share their work."

"The #BladeFree campaign will sit on a central hub, 'Our Merseyside', hosting details of clubs, training opportunities, educational and fun activities that young people can do."

"This is just the beginning - a social movement allowing young people the opportunity to prosper and succeed – by starting this social movement today, we can give young people a better tomorrow."

Councillor Eish Hardy, Sefton Council's cabinet member for communities and housing, said: "We know the vast majority of residents living in our beautiful borough are upstanding citizens who are proud of where they live."

"Knife crime has a real impact on our communities and we are committed to ensuring residents across the borough are kept safe and live without fear."

"We are committed to working closely with Merseyside Police and other partners to fully support the #BladeFree campaign."

SEFTON Council has approved a wide-range of proposals to "kick start growth and investment" across the borough.

The local authority held a Cabinet meeting on Thursday, January 9 when they agreed to move forward with its Capital Investment Strategy.

As part of the newly-approved Strategy, projects such as town centre regeneration, transport initiatives, housing and large employment sites will be delivered, creating new jobs and businesses, upskilling local residents, enhancing access and connectivity and bringing redundant land back in to use.

Some of these projects will also create commercial income for the council and increase income from business rates and council tax which can help to pay for council services.

The council claims that while they continue to face financial challenges, they need to "think differently about generating income and how we provide critical services for our community."

The council also highlighted the "significant progress" made on projects such as the refurbishment of Crosby Lakeside Activity Centre and Sefton Adult Learning Centre, the purchase of the Strand Shopping Centre, and the creation of a new council-owned housing development company, Sandway Homes, which will build high quality homes for sale, including affordable homes across the borough.

Cllr Ian Maher, leader of Sefton Council said: "This really is an exciting moment, signifying a major commitment by Sefton Council across the whole borough to proactively and effectively utilise its assets to facilitate a major programme of investment and development, to deliver the council's regeneration strategies, and our community's 2030 vision."

HIRE A VAN TODAY
FREE LOCAL DELIVERY AVAILABLE
CALL: 0151 922 4991

Liverpool’s lowest price van hire.
From small to large vans, we’ve got you covered.
- Tail Lifts
- Transits
- LWB Vans
- Tipper

GET 10% OFF
USE PROMO CODE: VANTEN
www.easirent.com

Authority approve plans
to ‘kick start growth’
Grand Winter Clearance Sale in aid of Carla Lane Animals in Need

CARLA Lane Animals In Need rescue centre is holding a Grand Winter Clearance Sale on Saturday, January 18 from 12.30pm to 3.30pm at Lydiate Parish Hall. People will be able to fill a bag of clothes for £5. Shoes, accessories, toiletries and much more will also be available. There will be vegetarian and vegan refreshments. All funds raised for this sale will help towards paying vet and heating bills at Carla Lane Animals In Need.

Carla Hardman, 42, of Sandon Street died at home on Wednesday, January 1. Her death is not being treated as suspicious. Anyone who can help the coroner identify or trace any potential next of kin should call the Coroner’s Office on 0151 233 2606 or email Jacqueline.A.Horner@merseyside.police.uk.

Carla’s family said: "There is so much love for Carla which will now be translated into helping others and the sale is a way of paying tribute to Carla’s legacy.

Carla’s perosnality was loved by many and we are all surprised at his loss. Everyone will bemiss Carla and love for her will always be there on our doorstep.

We have a lot of footwear, bags, clothes and toiletries and the sale will be a great opportunity to clear stock so we can focus on raising funds for the centre’s work.

Coroner’s office appeal for information after woman’s death

LIVERPOOL and Wirral Coroner’s Office is appealing for the family of a woman from Waterloo who recently passed away to come forward.

Alison Hardman, 42, of Sandon Street died at home on Wednesday, January 1. Her death is not being treated as suspicious. Anyone who can help the coroner identify or trace any potential next of kin should call the Coroner’s Office on 0151 233 2606 or email Jacqueline.A.Horner@merseyside.police.uk.

Acts to reduce discrimination can also breed resentment

DO you reckon that should I apply for another job (until you have) and fail to get it I could start a movement making it illegal to discriminate against folk (men or women of course) who choose to wear a moustache - for obviously that could be the only cause of my not being selected?

It is perhaps not that far from being possible in today’s climate for anyone who thinks of themselves as being even slightly different from what used to be called the ‘norm’ can use that difference as a reason (whoops, sorry, I nearly wrote excuse) for not being selected.

All this started very rightly when people were routinely barred not only from jobs but even accommodation simply for being black, or brown or indeed anything but whitely pale.

It was wrong, very wrong - and needed stamping down on - hard.

Trouble was though that from very reasonable and badly needed legislation, just about everybody who failed to get employment, hotel bed or restaurant table jumped on the bandwagon.

Now don’t get me wrong - it is wrong if the reason is that you happen to be of different colour, faith or indeed sex.

But it is likely that people have received either a new job or promotion within the organisation they work for not necessarily on merit but because of the furore that would follow when it turned out that the applicant was female or indeed, female, and failed to get the job allegedly just because they were - if you get my drift and put out the now feared ‘discrimination’ bowl.

Now folk of my age can well remember the time when on just about any TV programme you could just about guarantee the ‘token black man,’ and that was just about the nadir - it was worse than any total ban in an uncomfortable, guilty feeling way.

And happily those days are gone.

Now though you have, for instance, the recent Golden Globe awards. And sure enough, there was a rather cross woman on Radio 4 who grudgingly agreed that there are now far more female directors in the film industry but they didn’t win any awards! “This must change” was the cry.

Now maybe this is true - though I doubt it if only because these days there really is no reason why the directors who win the Golden whatnots are men unless - and I realise I am running my neck into a noose now - perhaps, just perhaps, it happens that it was films directed by people of the male persuasion that happened to make the best films.

And that is rapidly becoming the problem. The original intent of the equality campaigners was not to ensure that the right proportion of people of colour, or of any sex, would get their ‘share’ of jobs or awards - but that they would have as much chance of getting them as any white male.

I don’t know how many people of Chinese extraction live in the UK, but it must be quite sizeable.

Perhaps many of these particular people do not wish to become an MP or that again, just perhaps, somebody of Chinese extraction did - but simply wasn’t the best candidate.

Surely, for instance, if there are, say, 12 applicants for a particular job, only one of which is a woman, then in any genuinely fair world she should stand a one in 12 chance of success and if she then tries to play the ‘discrimination card’ should be told quite simply ‘sorry, but you weren’t the best applicant.’

But no, these days she would very likely be given a spot on TV and radio news and the company concerned would be on the back foot, unable to be rude about her capabilities and probably just glad that she happened not to be white!

I remember some years ago now, an acquaintance of kin should call the Coroner’s Office on 0151 233 2606 or email Jacqueline.A.Horner@merseyside.police.uk.

That may or may not have been the case but it is sadly how people feel sometimes.

Cut out the middleman - BUY DIRECT from the Manufacturer

87/91 Eastbank Street, Southport PR8 1DG | Tel 01704 531041
Also at 127/135 Breck Road, Liverpool L4 2QZ | Tel 0151 263 0660
www.qualityfires.co.uk

Quality Fireplaces
Bespoke | Marble | Gas | Electric | Wood | Stoves | Cast Iron

SCORCHING HOT JANUARY SALE NOW ON

MANY MORE EX-DISPLAY ITEMS IN STORE WITH MASSIVE SAVINGS

LONSDALE Full Marble Surround WAS £799
NOW £599

KELSO Full Marble Surround WAS £49
NOW £299

LOLA Full Marble Choice of colours WAS £449
NOW £399

VALENCIA Solid Marble WAS £799
NOW £399

Cut out the middleman BUY DIRECT from the Manufacturer

EV8S £799 Ex-display, only one in stock

EMPIRE £995

Cut out the middleman - BUY DIRECT from the Manufacturer
Checkers of Churchtown

AFTER HAVING GONE THROUGH A RIGOROUS PROFESSIONAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS, CHECKERS OF CHURCHTOWN HAVE BEEN ACCREDITED FOR PROVIDING A FIRST CLASS SERVICE FOR FITTING AND AFTER SALES. BACKED BY THE GUARANTEE.

AS ADVERTISED ON TELEVISION. BRITISH MADE (IN SMALL FACTORIES) FLAT PACK FURNITURE OF A HIGHER STANDARD UNSURPASSED BY RIGID BUILT GUARANTEED FOR 5 YEARS.

• YOU NAME THE PRICE AND WE WILL MAKE A KITCHEN THAT FITS YOUR BUDGET.
• WHETHER IT BE TRADITIONAL, CONTEMPORARY OR MODERN WE CAN DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR DREAM KITCHEN.
• EVERY ASPECT OF BUILDING WORK UNDERTAKEN.

39 YEARS TRADING

35-39 Botanic Road, Churchtown, Southport, PR9 7NE
Tel: 01704 224488 FREEPHONE: 0800 298 0747
checkersofchurchtown.co.uk Ample FREE Parking

FREE No Obligation Survey

Visit us @ www.ChampNews.com
January Sale
Special Offers

New All-on-4 System
£9,899
Fix your teeth in one day
0% Finance available

ZOOM TOOTH WHITENING WAS £350 NOW £199
FIXED ORTHODONTICS WAS £3500 NOW £2999
INVISALIGN WAS £4000 NOW £3000
SINGLE IMPLANTS WAS £2500 NOW £1999
ALL ON 4 SINGLE ARCH WAS £9999 NOW £8999
ALL ON 4 FULL MOUTH WAS £19,798 NOW £17,500
COMPOSITE BONDING (PER TOOTH) WAS £350-£175 NOW £300-£150

Available on 0% APR over 12 months limited availability

Open day every Thursday for consultations

Smile Makeover from £137 per month

£500 off Invisible Braces

No hidden charges, free consultation

For more details call 0151 236 8280
visit www.liverpoolimplants.co.uk
or drop into LIVERPOOL IMPLANT & AESTHETIC DENTAL SPA
BRUNSWICK STREET, LIVERPOOL, L2 0PJ

• Do you have any missing teeth?
• Trouble eating the food you love?
• Or do you want a smile makeover?
• No more discomfort and embarrassment
• Look great, instantly
• Choose the foods you love
Ambulance chief calls on big hotels to install defibs

CALLS have been made for all major hotel chains in Sefton to install defibrillators.

Anthony Marsh, chairman of the Association of Ambulance Chief Executives, wants Automated External Defibrillators to be placed in hotels across the country after Premier Inn announced last week that they were installing AEDs in all 800 of its Premier Inn branches across the UK.

They can be used in case of an emergency to a guest, staff member, or even a passer-by.

Anthony Marsh, chairman of the Association of Ambulance chief executives, said: “A cardiac arrest can happen to anyone; young or old, fit or not.

“When someone suffers a cardiac arrest, not to be confused with a heart attack, they are clinically dead; their heart has stopped beating and they will not recover unless someone is prepared to start CPR quickly and a defibrillator is attached to them to reset the heart.

“Currently, the survival rate from cardiac arrests in the UK is tragically low at around 7%, but by increasing the number of defibrillators available and growing the number of people prepared to carry out CPR, that figure can be improved markedly.

“Increasing the number of defibrillators could make the difference between life and death and ultimately give friends and families the chance to spend time with their loved ones that they would not otherwise have had.”

Sudden Cardiac Arrest kills up to 60,000 people in the UK every year and affects people of all ages. A sudden cardiac arrest refers to a problem with the heart’s electrical system causing it to suddenly stop beating normally.

Hugh Baird College welcomed back some former students who are now industry specialists in sport to give an insight into different career paths.

Staff and students from the Bootle college’s Sport and Public Services department recently hosted a ‘Meet the Professionals’ event.

It featured a number of industry specialists who were once Hugh Baird College students themselves and who have since gone on to forge careers in the sport and fitness industry.

Many of the ex-students also spoke about the business and marketing skills they needed to develop and the importance of growing your businesses reputation with clients and customers.

Sessions delivered included; circuit training, high intensity interval training sessions, Pilates, Yoga, and Olympic weightlifting.

The first presentation was delivered by ex-Hugh Baird College Sport student, Jase Porter, who is the director of ‘My Fitness Agent Ltd.’

Jase, who is also the founder of the ‘Fitness Professionals Awards’ said: “It was great to meet with learners who are in the same position as I was a few years ago. It was important for me to make sure each student left my session feeling inspired and motivated.

“Hugh Baird College and the course I studied played a huge part in where I am today, but I really wanted the students to understand how hard you have to work to build your fitness business and most importantly, your reputation.”

Amy Crowley, Hugh Baird College Health & Fitness Instruction student said, “It was great to meet experts in the field who opened our eyes to the wide range of opportunities available to us in the Sport and Fitness industry.”

Cruise Sale Solo offer, Saver Fares - with the exception of Enjoyment Promise. No single supplement offer, is applicable to new bookings only, made between 04/12/19 and 04/02/20 inclusive, for departures of 5 nights or more, from April to December 2020. Offer applicable on selected sailings. Free drinks upgrade package comprises of selected house beers, wines, spirits and soft drinks. Tips are paid directly to the relevant staff on board, are non-transferable, non-refundable and cannot be exchanged or cashed. Recommended amount for Tips is £5 per person per night (when paid) not combinable with any other offer, including, but not limited to Cruise Sale Solo offer, Saver Fares - with the exception of Enjoyment Promise for singles supplement offer, is applicable to new bookings only, made between 04/12/19 and 04/02/20 inclusive. To selected departures from April to December 2020. Dining arrangements apply - please note the above applies to adults only. A Voyage to Remote Spitsbergen. 16 Nights | Departing 25/06/2020 | Black Watch Highlights incl: Cruising Ravik | Cruising Torghattan and Honningsvag | Tromsa | Pyramiden | Longyearbyen CFL price from only £2,812pp Ford of Canada 2019-19-20

There are many more itineraries available on this offer - Call us today!
Prison has massively improved since it was ‘UK’s worst jail’

Report by Tom Martin

LIVERPOOL Prison has “improved dramatically” according to inspectors, three years after it a report labelled it an “abject failure” and “one of the worst” in the UK.

The Walton-based prison was described by jail inspectors in 2017 as the worst they had ever seen as it was rat infested with broken windows, filthy blocked lavatories, graffiti, damp, dirt, rodents and insects.

Violence was also increasing, drugs were readily available, and there were serious failings in health care and purposeful activity.

But HM Chief Inspector of Prisons Peter Clarke has said it had now put in place measures which had a dramatic impact improvement.

The improvement from poor, the lowest assessment, to good – the highest – for the “healthy prison test” of respect represented “a remarkable achievement since the last inspection”, Mr Clarke said.

He added that while safety was still not sufficiently good at Liverpool, there were actions being taken to address this which would have the desired impact in time.

“The squalor and filth we saw in 2017 has gone,” Mr Clarke said, adding that it was ”replaced by clean and decent living conditions for the vast majority of prisoners.”

Some prison reform campaigners had argued that the improvement was due to a reduced population at the jail as many prisoners had been transferred to other prisons.

Mr Clarke said, however, that “it is important to understand that this had not been brought about simply as a result of the population being reduced and resources channelled towards the prison.

While that had helped, he said the “real change had been in the quality of leadership and teamwork there was now a culture of care that I simply could not see in 2017.”

Mr Clarke noted, however, there are still too many drugs entering the prison, despite a comprehensive supply reduction strategy.

Phil Copple, HM Prison and Probation Service Director General of Prisons, said: “The turnaround at HMP Liverpool is an impressive achievement for the prison’s staff and senior leaders and I’m glad that their progress has now been recognised by the Chief Inspector in such positive terms.”

ThinkTank Academy provide all your training needs in one place!

We provide courses via face to face delivery and on our e-learning platform relating to Health and Social Care in the Adult and the Children and Young People areas. Everyone at ThinkTank Academy has a passion to support those working in Health and Social Care, to achieve a higher standard of care practice; let us prove it!

Face to face delivery is facilitated in our training room at Head Office or we can come to you! Our feedback is always positive such as “Really enjoyed the course, I would rate it highly!” or “A comfortable learning environment”

We are launching our e-learning in March 2020. Did you know we’re able to take the stress of training matrices off you too? We will have a fully functional training matrix option available for all care services; as well as accessing the matrix to view, it can notify you when training is due and update once training has been completed with us!

We have great deals on for the new year, why not enquire now to see how we can help you? Alternatively, follow us on Social Media to look out for upcoming deals.

ThinkTank Academy
Malthouse Business Centre
Southport Road,
Ormskirk, L39 1QR

enquiries@thinktank-academy.com
0151 305 2965

Our website is now live! Visit.... www.thinktank-academy.com
GOODISON Park will host its first ever Merseyside derby in the Barclays FA Women’s Super League next month. The historic clash between Everton and Liverpool will take place on Sunday, February 9, with kick-off at 2pm. It will be the second meeting of the two teams to be hosted at a first-team stadium this season following Everton’s 1-0 victory in front of a derby record crowd of 23,500 at Anfield in November.

Everton are currently fifth in the Women’s Super League, level on points with fourth-placed Manchester United but with a game in hand. Blues boss Willie Kirk said: “We’re delighted we have the opportunity to play at Goodison Park. Big games like Merseyside derbies are the ones you want to be involved in as a player and manager and we have the opportunity to play this historic fixture on the biggest stage.

“Everton is a club renowned for its great support and that was on-show when we went to Anfield earlier this season. Now the reverse fixture is at Goodison, we have a chance to introduce our women’s team to even more Blues.”

Liverpool FC women manager Vicky Jepson added: “It’s fantastic that we’ve got another match in which to showcase the women’s game on Merseyside. “The Anfield derby was a terrific occasion and I hope as many Reds as possible will cross the park to cheer on the team at another historic football venue.”

---
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 Freemasons donate £50,000 to drought victims in Africa

FREEMASONS in Sefton have donated £50,000 to a relief fund for those at risk of starvation in southern Africa following its worst drought for 35 years. The West Lancashire Freemasons branch, which includes Sefton, as they follow the pre-1974 county boundaries, made the donation to the Plan International UK charity.

The drought, caused by record high temperatures and low rainfall could affect an around 45 million people in Angola, Malawi, Mozambique, Madagascar, Namibia, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

Plan International UK chief executive Rose Caldwell said: “We’re very grateful for this generous grant which will allow Plan International to reach thousands of people suffering from severe shortages of food. ”

“The West Lancashire Freemasons branch, which includes Sefton, has pledged to work with Plan to support the regions that are most in need of assistance,” she added.

The donation was made in recognition of work being carried out by Plan in southern Africa, which includes providing emergency food packs and urgent humanitarian assistance to those at risk of starvation due to the drought.

Plan International UK, which aims to advance children’s rights and equality for girls around the world while also providing disaster relief, is supplying emergency food packs and urgent humanitarian assistance to those at risk of starvation due to the drought.

Last year, Cyclones Idai and Kenneth caused widespread and destructive flooding across the region, leaving already fragile communities in a poor state to deal with this fresh catastrophe.

“Millions of people are at risk of a serious lack of food and clean water. “This is a desperate situation and Plan and the other organisations helping on the ground need all the help and support we can offer.”

Destroyed farmland in Mozambique - one of the countries affected by drought, and inset, West Lancashire Freemasons leader Tony Harrison.
GRAND SINGAPORE, THAILAND AND VIETNAM
8TH FEBRUARY 2021 FOR 12 NIGHTS
INCLUDES:
✓ Flights based on Manchester - other airports available
✓ All overseas transfers
✓ 3 nights hotel stay Singapore - Room only
✓ 7 nights cruise on board Grand Princess
✓ FREE Land Tour Singapore
✓ Other dates and itineraries available*

£0 DEPOSIT!*  
FREE BROCHURE AVAILABLE or Visit: visioncruise.co.uk/singapore-cruises

*Terms & Conditions apply. See visioncruise.co.uk/terms-conditions for more details

BOOK WITH VISION CRUISE TODAY - YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT FOR 25 YEARS
CALL 0151 920 1000 For All your Holiday Needs

*FREE CRUISE TICKETS Press Option 5  
Sky Channel 191
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK UNTIL 10:30PM
www.visioncruise.co.uk | Visit us Cavendish House, Brighton Road, Waterloo, Liverpool L22 5NG
Hospital and fire service nominated for civic recognition

Report by Tom Martin

AINTREE Hospital and Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service will be given a prestigious civic award by Liverpool City Council. The firefighting service, which covers Sefton, and the local hospital have been nominated to receive the Freedom of Liverpool honour.

As part of the award, they will both be entered into the Freedom Roll of Associations and Institutions. The Freedom Roll of Associations and Institutions, which was created in 1962, has more than 70 organisations and groups including Liverpool and Everton Football Clubs, National Museums Liverpool and Cancer Research UK.

The nominations will be considered at an Extraordinary General Meeting of Liverpool City Council today (Wednesday, January 15) and if approved will be followed by individual ceremonies during the year.

Mersey Fire and Rescue Service Chief Fire Officer, Phil Garrigan said: “It is a tremendous honour for Mersey Fire and Rescue Service to be given the Freedom of Liverpool. I am thrilled that we have been recognised for the work we do – Our firefighters, protection officers, prevention teams and our wider support staff work tirelessly day in, day out to keep our communities safe.

“It’s a proud day for everyone who has an affiliation with the service – those serving now and those who have served the city in the past. We have a long and proud history dating back through the ages – and we remain as committed as ever in the protection of our people, our city and our heritage – we will continue to keep residents safe no matter what future challenges hold.”

Mayor of Liverpool Joe Anderson said: “The people and organisations that have been chosen for Freedom of Liverpool and Citizen of Honour awards have made a tremendous positive contribution to life in the city over many years. “We owe a huge debt of gratitude to the hard-working and committed staff in our hospitals, our firefighters, for helping save lives every day.”
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victorian plumbing.co.uk
Quality bathrooms without splashing out

UP TO 70% OFF JANUARY SALE

10% EXTRA OFF FURNITURE
USE DISCOUNT CODE FURN10

+ DISCOUNT CODE
FURN10
OFFER BEGINS 17/1/20 & ENDS 20/1/20

BROOKLYN 600MM BLACK VANITY UNIT - FLOOR STANDING 2 DOOR UNIT
WAS £229.95  NOW £179.95  WITH DISCOUNT £161.95

MILAN MODERN THERMOSTATIC SHOWER - CHROME
WAS £129.95  NOW £99.95

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM!

TILE ROOM NOW OPEN!

CLICK & COLLECT

Tel 0345 862 2878 Victorian Plumbing 41 Stephenson Way, Formby Business Park, L37 8EG Showroom Opening Hours Monday - Saturday, 8.30am - 5pm
Stephen Bailey topping bill at LOL Comedy Club

Stephen Bailey, who is a comedian, presenter, tele- 
vision personality and writer, and whose friendly 
and open brand of grossly humorous comedy has made him 
one of the UK’s most exciting up-and-coming acts in 
comedy at the moment, will be returning to the 
Laugh Out Loud Comedy Club at the Atkinson. 
LOL Comedy have been booking him for years and he 
will be in the town on Saturday, February 1 at 8pm.
He is the host of Celebs on the Farm (Channel 5) & Celebs On The Ranch (5Star) and was the resident 
Agony Uncle on Zoe Ball on Saturday/Sunday (ITV) 
and a series regular on Big Brother’s Bit on the Side 
(Channel 5) until the end of their runs.
Bailey has already been on Coronation Street 
(ITV), The Apprentice: You’re Fired (BBC Two), Roast 
Battle: Takeaway’s Castle & Comedy Central at the 
Comedy Store (Comedy Central), The Stand Up 
Sketch Show, Satisfy, and Celeb Ability & The 
Great Xmas Rant (ITV2).
He has also filmed two shows for Comedy Central 
and E4, which will air toward the end of the year 
throughout 2020.
Stephen has previously supported Katherine Ryan 
and Jenny Eclair on their sold-out UK tours. 
He also guest hosted Sunday Takeover (Virgin Radio), 
The Jason Mander Show (Absolute Radio), 
Driveetime with Eamonn Holmes (TalkRadio), The 
Breakfast Show (Gaydio) and The Sunday Sessions 
with Laura Whitmore (BBC Radio).
He has featured on The Art’s Show with Jonathan 
Ross on BBC Radio 2, Russell Welton’s BBC podcast Evil 
Genius.
Joe Zolias will also be performing. He has been 
learning the stand up comedy craft for more than ten 
years and his hard work has certainly paid off as his 
memorable stage performances have seen him 
entertaining audiences nationally and interna-
tionally.
A devoted father, comedian, author and actor are 
only an insight into Joe’s extensive talents. 
His life has been somewhat exciting as he has 
ventured down various paths, including cage fighting, 
assisting a crime organisation and working as a fire-
fighter.
Joe’s life experiences have enabled him to put 
penn to paper and write two successful novels. 
Having such a varied life, Joe has projected his 
experiences through dark and cutting humour, 
which have led him to supporting established comedy 
acts like Bill Bailey and Tom Stade on their tours.
Audiences can see George Rigden as well. Having 
excelled in a host of new act competitions in his first 
year, George Rigden made his Edinburgh debut in 
2015 when he performed as part of the prestigious 
Agin Up Next search for the Pleasance Court-
yard for a sell-out run. 
Damon Larkin will be the MC for the night.

Stephen Bailey
Entertainments

Don't Miss THE BEST LINE DANCE HOLIDAYS in the UK

Choose from MORE THAN 75 LINE DANCE HOLIDAYS in 20 GREAT LOCATIONS hosted by 30 of the VERY BEST LINE DANCE TEACHERS

FROM ONLY £105pp inc accommodation

three course dinner and full English breakfast, dancing every evening until midnight, workshop sessions each morning and most events also include fantastic live activities.

Call for your FREE Brochure now

MONDAY-FRIDAY 9am-5pm

01704 829 550

or visit our website

KingsHill Dance Holidays

www.kingshilldanceholidays.com

Clare House, 166 Lord Street, Southport, PR9 0QA

£18.00

£42.50

Airports transfers • Train stations • Cruise terminals • City tour • Theatre trips • Evenings out

Free WiFi / Bottled Water

USB charging ports in cars

THE SOUTHPORT ANTIQUES FAIR
Plus Vintage, Collectables, Postcards & Epiphones
at DUNES SPLASH WORLD
The ESPLANADE, SOUTHPORT, PR1 1RX
SUNDAY 19TH JANUARY

Free Valuations - Buy/Sell on the Day!

V&A Fairs: 01254 655887 or 07759 445257
www.vandafairs.com Follow us on Twitter @VandAfairs

Adults £2.20 Children £1.50

FREE 75 Stands • 10am - 5.30pm

FAIRS & SALES

HOLIDAYS & TRAVEL

BURNS NIGHT SPECIAL
Saturday 28th January
2 days only £89
Corn Hotel, Harrants

HARRIGATE
Mon 21st January £235
*3 nights/4 days DBB
Corn Hotel, Harrants
7* Free Drinks Vouchers (daily)
*Entertainment

SPECIAL OFFER
WARRING BOYD WYMAN
2 days only £135
Debuts Sunday’s
5th April
21st October
29th November
*4 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast
*Luxury coach travel

JERSEY BY AIR
Sat 25th April from £149 (3 days)
Sat 26th April from £149 (3 days)
Sat 27th April from £149 (3 days)

Includes:* 7 nights
*Flights from Liverpool Airport
*Airport Hotel Transfers

NORFOLK BROADS STEAM & CRUISE
Monday 4th May
5 days £419
*4 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

*Very Best Cruise
*Welcome aboard the Shannon House

Pick up points @ Liverpool, Wavertree, Wallasey, Chester, Wirral, Grimsby

Mon 17th February
Wed 25th March
Fri 6th March
5 days £319
5 days £309
5 days £319
4 days £289
4 days £239
3 days £219

HOLIDAYS & TRAVEL

27 Jan, 3, 10, 17, 24 Feb
7, 14, 21, 28 Feb

*3 Free Drinks Vouchers (daily)
*Includes all entertainment

Mon 14th January
5 days £319
*4 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

*Very Best Cruise
*Welcome aboard the Shannon House

Hoghton Street, Southport PR9 0PA    Registered Charity No. 1164398    Company No. 221585

In hosted by 30 of the VERY BEST LINE DANCE TEACHERS

01704 392392

or visit our website

Follow us on Twitter @VandAfairs

www.champnews.com

www.mtexecutivetravel.com

www.mtexecutivetravel.com

www.mtexecutivetravel.com

07864 600121

Holidays & Travel

Call the Sales Team on 01704 392392

27 Jan, 3, 10, 17, 24 Feb
7, 14, 21, 28 Feb

*3 Free Drinks Vouchers (daily)
*Includes all entertainment

Feb 20th Colin Chen
Rajan Carpenter

Fri 21st
City of York
£10.00

Fri 24th
Rivervale
£26.00

Fri 27th
City of York
£18.00

Fri 28th
Rivervale
£18.00

Fri 28th
Up The Peak Forestry Centre & Winter Warmth
£64.00

TOURS & TRAVEL
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Temporary Closure of Myers Road, East, Crosby

Salford Metropolitan Borough Council, not less than seven days from the publication of this Notice, intend to make an Order under Section 14(1) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act, 1991, as amended by the Road Traffic (Temporary Restrictions) Act 1991, to close Myers Road East, Crosby for the following reason:

Manhole frame and cover repair works.

The proposed Order will continue in force for a maximum period of 21 days or until the works have been completed, whichever is the earlier.

Work will take place on 31st January, 2020 and be completed by 17th February, 2020.

Access will be maintained for the Emergency Services and where necessary for pedestrian access.

Alternative Route

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Ford Lane, Green Lane and vice versa.

Temporary Closure of Aldine Lane, Netherton

Salford Metropolitan Borough Council, not less than seven days from the publication of this Notice, intend to make an Order under Section 14(1) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act, 1991, as amended by the Road Traffic (Temporary Restrictions) Act 1991, to close Aldine Lane, Netherton for the following reason:

Cable renewal works and upgrade works.

The proposed Order will continue in force for a maximum period of 21 days or until the works have been completed, whichever is the earlier.

Work will commence on 27th January, 2020 and be completed by 7th February, 2020.

Access will be maintained for the Emergency Services and where possible for residents.

Alternative Route

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: St Osmonds Lane, Boreley Lane, Cop Lane. Netherton. Access to Aldine Lane and vice versa. Pedestrian access will be maintained.

Temporary Closure of Derby Road, Bootle (Southbound Direction Only)

Salford Metropolitan Borough Council, not less than seven days from the publication of this Notice, intend to make an Order under Section 14(1) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act, 1991, as amended by the Road Traffic (Temporary Restrictions) Act 1991, to close Derby Road, Bootle (Southbound Direction Only) for the following reason:

North Liverpool Key Contrator works.

The proposed Order will continue in force for a maximum period of 21 days or until the works have been completed, whichever is the earlier.

Work will commence on 27th January, 2020 and be completed by 19th February, 2020.

Access will be maintained for the Emergency Services and where possible for residents.

Temporary Closure of Green Lane, Maghull

Salford Metropolitan Borough Council, not less than seven days from the publication of this Notice, intend to make an Order under Section 14(1) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act, 1991, as amended by the Road Traffic (Temporary Restrictions) Act 1991, to close Green Lane, Maghull for the following reason:

Gas main replacement works.

The Order will continue in force for a maximum period of 21 days or until the works have been completed, whichever is the earlier.


Access will be maintained for the Emergency Services and where possible for residents.

Temporary Closure of Hero Road, Maghull

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Sexby Road, Field Lane, Coney Lane and vice versa.

Proposed Order Change of use of coach house to a dwelling (C3) including partial demolition and extensions

Applicant/Referee
494a Developments
DC/019/02/173
Glencaige, 1 Oldert Road, Blundellsands.
Erection of one detached dwelling.

Applicant/Referee
Proposal
DC/019/02/174
Change of use of coach house to a dwelling (C3) including partial demolition and extensions.

Proposed Order

The proposed Order will continue in force for a maximum period of 21 days or until the works have been completed, whichever is the earlier.

Work will take place on 26th January, 2020.

Access will be maintained for the Emergency Services and where possible for residents.

Alternative Route

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Caldwell Drive, Endicot Lane, Stuart Road and vice versa.

METROPOLITAN BOROUGH OF SEFTON ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT, 1984, SECTION 14(1) AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC (TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Temporary Closure of Millers Bridge, Stanley Road, Bankhall Street.

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Derby Road, Bootle (Southbound only) for the following reason:

Alternative Route

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Millers Bridge, Stanley Road, Bankhall Street.

SCHEDULE

The Metropolitan Borough of Sefton (Balmoral Road, Maghull) (On Street Parking Places, Prohibition and restriction of Waiting) Order 2020

To Introduce: Restricted Roads (No Waiting At Any Time)

Permitted Hours

Balmoral Road

Both Sides

Maiden Green

No parking on the road between 12.00 midnight and 5.00am Monday to Saturday.

Segregation of functional works.

The Order will continue in force for a maximum period of 21 days or until the works have been completed, whichever is the earlier.


Access will be maintained for the Emergency Services and where possible for residents.

Alternative Route

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Slawgiate, The Round Meadow, Maghull Green and vice versa.

SCHEDULE

The Metropolitan Borough of Sefton (Georgia Close, Boulton) (On Street Parking Places, Prohibition and restriction of Waiting) Order 2020

To Introduce: Restricted Roads (No Parking At Any Time)

Permitted Hours

Georgia Close - North Side At any time

From a point 17 metres south of the south kerbline of Georgia Close to its westerly extremity

Georgia Close - South Side At any time

From a point 17 metres south of the south kerbline of Georgia Close to its easterly extremity

The Metropolitan Borough of Sefton (Fennell Mews East, Bootle) (On Street Parking Places, Prohibition and restriction of Waiting) Order 2020

To Introduce: Restricted Roads (No Waiting At Any Time)

Permitted Hours

Fennell Mews East - North Side At any time

Provision of parking facilities in the order of 2020 prohibited twenty four hours a day

Fennell Mews East - South Side At any time

Provision of parking facilities in the order of 2020 prohibited twenty four hours a day

METROPOLITAN BOROUGH OF SEFTON ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT, 1984, SECTION 14(1) AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC (TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Temporary Closure of St Davids Grove, North Side, Netherton

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Prescot Road, Bank Lane, Sheringtons Lane, Hall Lane, Outlet Lane and vice versa.

METROPOLITAN BOROUGH OF SEFTON ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT, 1984, SECTION 14(1) AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC (TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Temporary Closure of William Wall Road, Litherland

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Ford Lane, Green Lane and vice versa.

METROPOLITAN BOROUGH OF SEFTON ROAD TRAFFIC REGULATION ACT, 1984, SECTION 14(1) AS AMENDED BY THE ROAD TRAFFIC (TEMPORARY RESTRICTIONS) ACT 1991

Temporary Closure of Byne Avenue, Southport

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Balmoral Road Both Sides

To Introduce: Restricted Roads (No Waiting At Any Time)

Permitted Hours

Balmoral Road

Both Sides

Magdalen House, 30 Trinity Road, Bootle, L20 3NJ

Copies of the Orders and relevant maps may be inspected at the offices of Sefton Council in either Magdalen House, Trinity Road, Bootle, or Town Hall, Lord Street, Southport, during normal office hours.

Any person who desires to question the validity of the Orders or of any provision contained in the Orders on the grounds that they are not within the powers of the Road Traffic Act 1991 or that any requirement of the Acts of any instrument made under them has not been complied with in relation to the Orders, may within the six weeks from 15th January, 2020 apply to the High Court for this purpose.

www.sefton.gov.uk/PlanningGDPR

www.sefton.gov.uk/PlanningGDPR

www.sefton.gov.uk/PlanningGDPR

Restrictive Roads (No Waiting At Any Time)

Permitted Hours

Balmoral Road

Both Sides

Maiden Green

No parking on the road between 12.00 midnight and 5.00am Monday to Saturday.

Segregation of functional works.

The Order will continue in force for a maximum period of 21 days or until the works have been completed, whichever is the earlier.


Access will be maintained for the Emergency Services and where possible for residents.

Alternative Route

The diversion route for all traffic will be via: Slawgiate, The Round Meadow, Maghull Green and vice versa.

SCHEDULE

The Metropolitan Borough of Sefton (Georgia Close, Boulton) (On Street Parking Places, Prohibition and restriction of Waiting) Order 2020

To Introduce: Restricted Roads (No Parking At Any Time)

Permitted Hours

Georgia Close - North Side At any time

From a point 17 metres south of the south kerbline of Georgia Close to its westerly extremity

Georgia Close - South Side At any time

From a point 17 metres south of the south kerbline of Georgia Close to its easterly extremity

The Metropolitan Borough of Sefton (Fennell Mews East, Bootle) (On Street Parking Places, Prohibition and restriction of Waiting) Order 2020

To Introduce: Restricted Roads (No Waiting At Any Time)

Permitted Hours

Fennell Mews East - North Side At any time

Provision of parking facilities in the order of 2020 prohibited twenty four hours a day

Fennell Mews East - South Side At any time

Provision of parking facilities in the order of 2020 prohibited twenty four hours a day
**BICYCLES**

- **BOYS BIKE**: LBC lycra suit boy aged about 12 or 13 years excellent condition £50 location Anfield: 07789863006
- **LADIES BIKE**: Merax Hybrid Giant for older teen £85
- **RAZOR SCOOTER**: Town Bike £7 lesson, S/port. 07950 9151 92
- **TOWN BIKE**: E-scoot
- **MENS HYBRID**: Giant for Adults £120
- **LADIES BIKE**: Raleigh Avenue £100
- **LADIES JACKET**: Navy blue £10
- **MENS GHISA**: Red and Grey, Adult Size. £15.

**BLINDS**

- **VERTICAL BLINDS**: Only £185 FULLY FITTED
- **WRESTON BLINDS**: Verticals – Pleated – Skye Blinds - Bi-fold Door Blinds
- **PERFECT FITS**: Plantation Shutters - Romans – Rollers
- **TOP QUALITY FABRICS, NO SECONDS**
- **MASSIVE JANUARY SALE**: UP TO 40% OFF
- **VISIT OUR SHOWROOM**: 153 Allerton Rd, Liverpool L18 2DO (by Rose Lane near Tesco)

**PLANTATION SHUTTERS**

- **THE BLINDSмат**: Massive selection of all blind types from standard to designer
- **FREE QUOTES - CHOOSE AT HOME - EXPERT MEASURING & FITTING SERVICE**
- **THE AREAS UTMOST BLINDS SHOWROOM**
- **FREE MEASURING SERVICE • FREE FITTING • 100% Customer Service • NO Obligation**
- **ORDER SUBJECT TO FABRIC AND SIZES RESTRICTIONS**
- **TOP QUALITY FABRICS, NO SECONDS**
- **MASSIVE JANUARY SALE ON ALL PRODUCTS**
- **SEASONAL DISCOUNT FOR SELF FIT**
- **LOWEST PRICES - HIGHEST QUALITY**
- **VENETIANS** (real/faux wood & aluminium) - Day & Night Rollers
- **Perfit Fits – Plantation Shutters - Romans – Rollers**
- **Verticals – Pleated – Skye Blinds - Bi-fold Door Blinds**
- **Specialists in Motorisation**
- **Full range of spare parts – weights/chains etc.**

**MERSEY WINDOW BLINDS**

- **7 VELURA FROM £95 • 7 ROLLERS FROM £95**
- **Free fitting • New Blinds • Direct from manufacturer**

**SPANISH, beginners, (or higher), teacher from Spain, est.1982, easy learning, £7 lesson, Sport. 07950 555 285**

**EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC OF ITALIAN**

**ITALIAN LESSONS FOR BEGINNERS**

**STARTING JANUARY above the Riva Lounge in Formby**

Contact

0151 924 1895
**RANGE HIGH SCHOOL**
Stapleton Rd, Formby L37 2YN
Tel: 01704 870015
Headteacher: Mr M McGarry MA, PGCE, NPQH
**REQUIRED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE**
**TEMPORARY TEACHING ASSISTANT – LEVEL 2**
29 hours per week, term-time only
(Scale D - £12,734 - £12,989)
Temporary until 31 August 2020, in the first instance, duties will include in-class support to students with special educational needs and providing assistance with personal hygiene needs.
Range High is committed to safeguarding and promoting welfare of children so the successful candidate must be able to obtain a satisfactory Enhanced DBS Disclosure
Further details and an application form can be obtained from the school’s website at www.range.sefton.sch.uk
Closing date: 12pm on Friday 24 January 2020

---

**WOODLANDS HOSPICE CHARITABLE TRUST**
Charity number 1048834
Woodlands Hospice, a local charity in the grounds of Aintree Hospital is looking to recruit to the following roles.

**HEALTH CARE ASSISTANT** - Hospice at Home Service
25 hours per week (WTE 37.5 hours)
BANK POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE
Salary scale £18,813 - £20,795 per annum, pro rata
For further information please see our website www.woodlands hospice.org.uk/vacancies or contact Ruth Garrett on 0151 529 8389

Woodlands Hospice Caring for local people since 1996

---

**Brown Turner Ross**
Require a
**FULL TIME**
**PRIVATE CLIENT PARALEGAL**
(Part Time Hours considered)
We are looking for a Private Client Paralegal to join our head office in Southport. This is a fantastic opportunity with progression opportunities and a competitive salary on offer.
Please email your CV to the Practice Manager Tracy Jones at tracy.jones@brownturnerross.com

---

**SOUTHPORT HOLIDAY PARK**
**RECRUITING NOW FOR 2020**
**WE ARE HIRING**
**RECRUITMENT OPEN DAYS**
**FRIDAY 24TH – SAT 25TH JANUARY 10am – 4pm**
We are looking for people with a can do attitude.

---

**Transition Care Ltd**
Transition Care are currently recruiting for staff for our Supported Living Services.

**WE ARE LOOKING FOR SUPPORT WORKERS** to join our team on a full-time basis

Experience in working in a care environment is advantageous but not essential as we believe the right values and qualities are what counts.
If you want to apply or for more information, please call Office Manager Cathy Easton on 0151 949 0156

---

**INTERESTED IN OUR VACANCY?**
Please send CV and a brief covering letter to Jobs@bedfactorydirect.co.uk
www.bedfactorydirect.co.uk

---

**Champion**
**WE PAY YOU!**
**TO DELIVER NEWSPAPERS AND LEAFLETS IN YOUR LOCAL AREA**

Are you aged 13 or over and want to earn some useful EXTRA CASH?

• Good rates of pay every week
• Full instruction and support
• Delivery trolley provided
• Pay straight into bank account

**ROUNDS AVAILABLE NOW!**

Call 01704 392 345 now
(Office open Monday-Friday 9am-6pm)
www.champnews.com/cash
HOMEMADE CARDS
£1 each.
Please contact: 01704 392392

CHAMPION FUNDRAISING

To place a family announcement please call 01704 392392
or visit champnews.com
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**MOON JEAN**

Who passed away 14th January 2018

Remembering Mum with love who we lost 2 years ago. There are no tomorrows for us, but yesterday's memories will always be there. Never more than a thought away.

Love

Deborah, Jasmine and Elliott, Ian and Family.

xxx

---

**THOMAS ALAN**

25th December 2018

Aged 86 Years

Died suddenly after a tragic accident in London. Alan will be greatly missed by all his family and friends.

Service at Southport Crematorium on Friday 31st January at 12.00pm. Family flowers only please but if desired donations are being gratefully received for The Salvation Army.

Enquiries to Howard’s Funeral Directors, 1-5 Roe Lane, Southport, PR9 9DR. Telephone: 01704 500086.

---

**OLDFIELD ALICE**

Nee Roberts

4th January 2020

Peacefully aged 92 Years

Devoted Wife of the late Jim, Mum to Jan and a much-loved Auntie to her Nieces.

Funeral Service is to be held at St. Giles Church, Aintree on Thursday 23rd January 2020 at 1:00pm. Family flowers only please, donations if desired to St. Joseph’s Hospice, Thornton.

For all enquires please contact Graham J. Clegg

Funeral Service, 7 Dover Road, Maghull, L31 5JB
Tel 0151 520 3330

---

**JONES GARETH WYNE GRIFFITHS**

Former Head of Modern Languages at the Language College at Greenbank High School. Peacefully at home on 1st January 2020 after a long illness, borne with courage & dignity. Dearly loved Husband of Barbara. Devoted Father of David and Elizabeth. A loving Grandpa of Rhianon, Glyn and William. Gareth will be sadly missed by all his family and friends.

Funeral Service and Committal will take place at West Lancashire Crematorium on Saturday 18th January 2020 at 11.00 am. Family flowers only please but the family are gratefully receiving donations for the RNLI.

Enquiries please to Ms Patricia Gosling, L21 2PA.

Tel 01704 575282

---

**NELSON JOHN RUSSELL**

Passed away peacefully after a short illness on the 28th December 2019

Aged 87 Years

The dearly loved Husband of Kath, dear Brother to Jim and Hazel, loving Father of David, Val, Judy, and Chris, much-loved Grandad and Great-Grandad. John will be sadly missed by both family and many friends including the Formby Church community.

The Funeral service will take place at St. Lukes Church Formby, on Monday 27th January 2020 at 11.30am followed by a private committal at Southport Crematorium for immediate family.

Family flowers only please, but donations may be made, if so desired, in favour of the RNLI c/o Cloud Bros, 3 Old Mill Lane, Formby L37 3PE.

Tel 01704 873899.

---

**SUGGIS FRED**

2nd January 2020

Passed away peacefully at Bowmont Lodge Nursing Home, Wirral

Loving Husband to Lilka. Father to John and Geoff and special Nonno to Jennifer, Daniel and Matthew and Thomas, Daisy-Mae and Michael.

He will be greatly missed.

Funeral service at St. John’s Church, Formby at 12:40pm.

Family flowers only please but requests, donations if so desired for Alzheimer’s Research UK.

Enquiries please to Sally Hunter, MILS Independent Funeral Directors, 20, Moss Delph Lane, Aughton, Ormskirk, Lancashire, L39 5E2.

Tel 01695 424888

---

**GOSLING KEN**

1st January 2020

Passed away peacefully at home aged 88 Years

Dearly loved Husband of Ann. Devoted Father of Andrew and Jane and much loved Grandad of Jamie and Brenda, Jennifer, Emily and Harry. Funeral Service at St. Michael’s Church, Church Lane, Aughton, L39 6SB on Friday 24th January 2020 at 2:00pm, followed by committal at West Lancashire Crematorium, Bootle.

Family flowers only by request, donations if so desired to the RNLI.

---

**MEADOWS ELSIE**

(NEE BLAGROUGHT)

Peacefully at home on 28th December 2019

Aged 95 years

The funeral will take place at Thornton Crematorium on Friday 31st January at 11:20am.

Family flowers only.

Donations if desired to WaterAid (www.wateraid.org.uk)

c/o H. Leslie Humphreys, 69 Liverpool Road, Crosby, Liverpool L23 5SE.

Tel: 0151 924 4805

---

**GRIERSON JOSEPH ANTHONY (TONY)**

30th December 2019

Aged 94 Years

Died peacefully at Elm House Nursing Home. Dearly beloved Husband of Ma, Deeply missed by his loving family, Veronica, Austin, Alan, Katherine, David, Cara, Rian, Zelle, Gordon, Christine and friends.

Service at Southport Crematorium on Thursday 23rd January at 10:40am. Donations are being collected in lieu of flowers for Elm House Nursing Home.

Enquiries to Howard’s Funeral Directors, 1-5 Roe Lane, Southport, PR9 9DR.

Telephone: 01704 500086.

---

**LEECH NADINE**

Margaret Nee Pyne

Passed away peacefully on 12th December 2019

Beloved Wife of Bryan and loving Mother of Clive and Adrian.

Funeral Service and committal will take place at Southport Crematorium on Friday 24th January 2020 at 11:20 am.

Family flowers only please but requests, donations may be made, if so desired, in favour of the RNLI.

Tel: 01704 873899.

---

**BEALE BRIAN**

RICHARD

5th January 2020

Peacefully at Aintree Nursing Home aged 74 years of Skelmersdale

He will be sadly missed by all who knew him.

Funeral service at West Lancashire Crematorium on Monday 20th January 2020 at 4:00pm.

All enquiries to Melanie Handman at H Handman & Co., Independent Family Funeral Directors.

Tel: 01695 722122/720012

---

**CLARKE TERENCE**

PATRICK

Suddenly died 3rd January 2020.

Aged 88 years

Father to James. Husband to The Late Catherine. Father in law to Elaine. Grandfather to Gary and Shaun.

Brother to Joan, Kath, Marie and Brian.

Funeral service to take place Monday 12th January 2020 at St Benet’s Church at 11:15am.

Followed by committal at Thornton Crematorium at 12:40pm.

Family flowers only.

All enquiries to The Co-op Funeralcare, Netherton.

Tel: 0151 525 4881

---

**MOOK PAT**

7th January 2020

Aged 92 Years

Peacefully after a short illness.

Loving mum of Paul, Tracy and Kelly. Cherished Grandmother and Great Grandma to all of her Grandchildren. Much loved Sister of Lynne. Pat will be greatly missed by all her family and friends.

Service at Southport Crematorium on Monday 27th January 2020 at 1:00pm. Donations are being collected in lieu of flowers for the RNLI.

Enquiries to Howard’s Funeral Directors, 1-5 Roe Lane, Southport, PR9 9DR.

Telephone: 01704 500086.

---

**BENBOW PATRICIA**

(SAT) Nee Murphy

December 28th 2019

Aged 72 years


Service at Southport Crematorium on Monday 27th January 2020 at 1:00pm.

Donations to be made in memory of all her family and friends.

Tel: 01695 722122/720012

---

**MARTLAND ALICE**

11th January 2020

Peacefully aged 83 years of Ormskirk

The dearly loved Wife of the late Bill, loving Sister of Betty (deceased) and Doris (deceased) and Sister in law of Fred (deceased) and Gordon (deceased). Alice will be sadly missed by all who knew her.

Funeral service at Southport Crematorium on Monday 27th January 2020 at 2:00pm.

All enquiries to Melanie Handman at H Handman & Co., Independent Family Funeral Directors.

Tel: 01695 722122/720012

---

**FALLS-HAND THELMA**

November 2nd 1925 to January 10th 2020

Thelma passed away peacefully with her family by her side and in the wonderful care of Westcliffe Manor Nursing Home, at last reunited with her beloved Husband Harry.

Thelma was a much loved Mother to Mandy, Tessa, Nigel and Melanie and a wonderful Gabby to her Grandchildren and Great Grandchildren.

The funeral service will be held at St John’s Church, St John’s Road, Birkdale (PR8 4JL) at 12 noon on Monday 20th January. Family flowers only please.

Donations may be sent to Thehma and Harry’s favourite charity: Queenstown Hospice, Southport.

All enquiries about the funeral arrangements should be made to Broadand and Seddon, 33 Liverpool Road, Birkdale.

Tel:01704 778143.

---

**TO PLACE A FAMILY ANNOUNCEMENT?**

To place a family announcement? Visit our website:

www.champnews.com

Call the classified sales team on 01704 392392 or check-out our website www.champnews.com

---

**IN MEMORIAM**

**DEATHS**

**DEATHS**

**DEATHS**

**DEATHS**

**DEATHS**

**DEATHS**

**DEATHS**
**Alarms & Electrical**

- House Rewire Specialist
- Wire Free Burglar Alarms
- New Fuseboards
- CCTV Systems
- Inspections & Test Reports
- All Electrical Work Undertaken

**Advertising Here!**

Call 01704 392392

**Guardian Roofing & Building**

- Felt & Tiled Roofs
- Gutters & Pipes
- UPVC Fascias • Painting & Chimney Stacks

Reduced rates for OAP's

Free measuring

**Free Guttering with all re-roofs!**

**Southport’s Leading Window Doctor**

For PVCu Repairs

- Misted or broken units
- Broken locks, hinges & handles
- Attempted break in replacements
- Security chains
- Letter boxes and patio rollers
- Emergency call out

Repairs on all types of windows, doors and conservatories inc. timber • Most parts always in stock

5 years open 9am 170 Rufford Road, Crossens
Tel 01704 562 953
Mob 07711 153 645
24 for emergency only

Soutport’s largest family run business

www.window-care.co.uk
THE KIA 2020 EVENT
FREE SERVICES 0% APR PCP YEARS RAC COVER WORRIES

KIA SPORTAGE
£229 A MONTH

ALL-NEW KIA XCEED
£199 A MONTH

SCRAPPAGE UP TO £2,500 ALLOWANCE

Trade in your old car and get £2,000* off a Kia Picanto and Kia Rio and £2,500* off a Kia Stonic, Kia Niro and Kia Sportage.

Make the 7 Year Switch.

Offer expires on selected new vehicles ordered from 1st January 2020 and registered by 31st March 2020. Terms and Conditions apply. Prices subject to change. 1% add-on. Guarantees/deposit may be required. SCRAPPAGE – Trade in your old car and get £2,000* off a Kia Picanto and Kia Rio and £2,500* off a Kia Stonic, Kia Niro and Kia Sportage. Scrappage saving available to private customers excluding Personal Contract Hire registering a Kia Picanto, Kia Rio, Kia Stonic, Kia Niro or Kia Sportage between 1st January – 31st March 2020. The offer is conditional on the scrappage of a car or van of any make, fully maintained on the National Vehicle Emissions Data Centre register, owned by the customer for at least three months prior to the scrappage event. The customer/s has/have to trade in the scrappage vehicle or car to the Kia dealer with the vehicle scrappage approved and registered within 28 days of the scrappage event date. Only one scrappage payment can be claimed per scrappage event date. Other subjects to availability. Standard emissions and vehicle data. Chapel House is a Credit Broker and not a lender and works with a limited number of providers. Registered Office 603-609 Liverpool Road, Ainsdale, Southport, Merseyside PR8 3NG. Registered in England 1248452, 8437125 and 1388499. Chapel House Motor Company Ltd (ref 668178), Chapel House Southport Ltd (ref 8437125) and an Appointed Representative of Affordedsales (GB) Ltd (ref 731144) for insurance mediation purposes. You can check this on the FCA website register.fca.org.uk or by contacting the FCA on 0800 111 6768. Chapel House is a Credit Broker and not a lender and works with a limited number of providers. Registered Office 603-609 Liverpool Road, Ainsdale, Southport, Merseyside PR8 3NG. Registered in England 1248452, 8437125 and 1388499.
NOW ON we have some exclusive January savings only at 06 Mitsubishi Skelmersdale your NEW NAME for Mitsubishi in the North West - we won't be beaten on price! Put us to the test!

**Massive Savings**

**In the 06 Mitsubishi January Sale**

Save over £8,800 on the recommended retail price

Save £4,500 on an Outlander PHEV when you scrap your old car

Exclusive launch finance packages

Drive away a Mitsubishi for just £119 a month

NOW ON

The 06 Mitsubishi 4x4 Suv Event with...

£1,000 extra deposit contribution

**Offer ends 31 January 2020.**

**Terms & Conditions Apply.**

Please visit www.mitsubishi-motors.co.uk/test-drive. Fuel economy and CO₂ figures shown are for comparability purposes only, compare fuel consumption and CO₂ figures with other cars tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted post-registration, variables in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. There is a new test used for fuel consumption and CO₂ figures. The CO₂ figure shown however, is based on the outgoing test cycle and will be used to calculate vehicle tax on first registration.

**Motability**

Plus, take full advantage of our extensive range of Motability vehicles available from **Nil Advance Rental**

**Plus a free gift special** for all 06 Mitsubishi visitors with a Wigan postcode
I loved Tarleton's show - where a shed load of nostalgia was enough!

BURNOUTS in brand new McLarens. Gourmet grub from TV chefs, and evening performances from prog rock bands. The Leisure Lakes Steam & Vintage Vehicle Rally had none of these things - and was all the better for it.

I've been to plenty of car shows that have had all sorts of clever gimmicks – and the eye-watering ticket prices to go with them – so it was always refreshing to park up at Tarleton's annual motoring bash and revel in a show devotedly devoid of pretentious add-ons; you got sheds loads of nostalgia, some stands from community organisations, a couple of old fairground rides borrowed for the weekend, and that was about it.

It wasn't, as the name rightly suggests, even a car show – it was the Leisure Lakes Steam & Vintage Vehicle Rally, which meant that you were as likely to see a lovingly steamed train traction engine or an old David Brown tractor as you were a Ford Prefect or an Austin Cambridge.

In fact – keep this quiet, as I know this is supposed to be a car-related column – I think Fred Dibnah's Land Rover might have been narrowly pipped to the post by the vast array of vintage lorries built up by the hugely impressive William Hunter Collection.

Over the past decade or so this event's grown into a carefully curated overdose of motoring nostalgia, and I've loved every one of my outings.

So I was saddened to learn the other day that the organisers have decided to go out on a high after raising more than £330,000 for charity – not bad for a small-ish, volunteer-run event that's had to contend with date clashes with other events, venue switches, horrendous weather and waterlogged fields along the way.

In a letter put out on the show's website, the team behind it said that no one had stepped forward with offers to help out with the months of planning needed to organise the two-day show, so the team's decided to call it a day.

There are, of course, plenty of events going ahead later this summer if you love nothing more than a Sunday of peering winfully at old Wosleys – the Ormskirk MotorFest and Lydiate Classic Car Show to name just two – but the cancellation of the Leisure Lakes event definitely leaves a void as it had a wonderfully warm atmosphere all of its own.

I'm keeping my fingers crossed that some enterprising car nut decides to hold a vehicle rally of their own to plug the gap, because there's definitely an appetite in this part of the world for this sort of show, where you're as likely to hear the tone of a faded fairground organ or the chuff of a steam engine as you are the clatter of an old sidevalve engine.

My one request to whoever does, though – tell the companies hoping to flog overpriced gourmet grub and brand-new McLarens to do one. We've got plenty of shows for them already...
12.9% APR REPRESENTATIVE

Liverpool Car Centre
Brewster St, Bootle, Merseyside, L20 9NG

Call us on 0151 933 6706
www.liverpoolcarcentre.com

See all vehicles in stock online >

Visit the showroom
Open: Mon - Fri 9am to 7pm
Sat 9am - 5pm & Sun 11am - 5pm
Drive away your next quality used car in the January Sale from just £89 per month

BOOK A TEST DRIVE TODAY!
EVERYONE’S A WINNER!

FOR A GREAT DEAL OR CONTRACT HIRE QUOTE GIVE US A CALL, OR DROP IN FOR A BREW

61 Reg Citroën DS3

6 Reg Vauxhall Mokka

6 Reg Vauxhall Corsa

16 Reg Vauxhall Adam

65 Reg Custom

Here is just a small selection of our January Sale stock

Drive away your next quality used car in the
January Sale from just £89 per month

CAR

ONLY £4,499 PER MONTH

ONLY £4,499 PER MONTH

ONLY £7,999 PER MONTH

66 Reg Vauxhall Corsa 3dr Hat 1.4 90ps Energy 3dr, Summit White, 34500 Miles

1.4 90ps Energy S/S

1.4 90ps Energy S/S

Inchfield, Skelmersdale WN8 6LZ
01695 572 551
www.06vauxhall.co.uk

OPEN 7 DAYS: Monday - Friday 8.30am - 6.30pm
Saturday 8.30am - 1.00pm

*When financed through 06 Group. Offers apply to financed purchases only. Subject to credit acceptance. 06 Vauxhall can introduce you to a limited number of finance providers, commission may be received. Subject to availability. Finance subject to status. Terms & exclusions apply. Applicants must be 18. Finance by Vauxhall Financial Services. CTS TYT Vauxhall Motion Limited reserves the right to change, amend or withdraw this offer at any point in time.
BRAND NEW VAUXHALL
CORSAS 1.2 75PS

Includes 3 years free servicing!

PCP Duration: 48 Months
47 Monthly Payments: £189.94
Option Final Payment: £1,858.00
Cash Price: £14,030.00
Cash Deposit: £999.00
Deposit Allowance: £1,000.00
Amount of Credit: £12,031.00
Total Charge for Credit: £1,754.07
Total Amount Payable: £13,785.07
APR: 4.9%
Annual Mileage: 5,000
Excess Mileage: £0.09/mile

£189 DEPOSIT
ONLY £199 PER MONTH

Specification includes:
- Bluetooth®
- 7-inch colour touchscreen
- AM/FM/DAB digital radio
- Leather upholstery
- Apple CarPlay®/Android Auto®
- USB audio connectivity
- Air conditioning
- Flat-bottomed leather-covered steering wheel with LED headlights
- Cruise control with intelligent speed limiter
- High beam assist
- Speed-sensing power-assisted steering
- Remote control central locking
- Chrome door inserts
- Electric front windows
- Cruise control with intelligent speed limiter
- Bluetooth®
- Isofix child seat fixings
- Electrically adjustable/heated door mirrors
- Trip computer
- Automatic emergency city braking

£229 DEPOSIT
ONLY £239 PER MONTH

BRAND NEW VAUXHALL
CORSAS 1.2 100PS TURBO

PCP Duration: 48 Months
47 Monthly Payments: £219.33
Option Final Payment: £1,950.00
Cash Price: £15,080.00
Cash Deposit: £999.00
Deposit Allowance: £1,000.00
Amount of Credit: £14,081.00
Total Charge for Credit: £1,902.18
Total Amount Payable: £16,983.18
APR: 4.9%
Annual Mileage: 5,000
Excess Mileage: £0.09/mile

£219 DEPOSIT
ONLY £229 PER MONTH

BRAND NEW VAUXHALL
ASTRA 1.2 145PS
SRI SDR

PCP Duration: 48 Months
47 Monthly Payments: £246.33
Option Final Payment: £2,200.00
Cash Price: £14,400.00
Cash Deposit: £499.00
Deposit Allowance: £1,750.00
Amount of Credit: £12,310.00
Total Charge for Credit: £1,892.88
Total Amount Payable: £14,202.88
APR: 4.9%
Annual Mileage: 5,000
Excess Mileage: £0.09/mile

£499 DEPOSIT
ONLY £499 PER MONTH

BRAND NEW VAUXHALL
CROSSLAND X
1.2 83PS SPORT

PCP Duration: 48 Months
47 Monthly Payments: £199.26
Option Final Payment: £5,767.00
Cash Price: £17,786.08
Cash Deposit: £499.00
Deposit Allowance: £4,000.00
Amount of Credit: £13,287.08
Total Charge for Credit: £1,845.14
Total Amount Payable: £15,132.22
APR: 4.9%
Annual Mileage: 5,000
Excess Mileage: £0.09/mile

£199 DEPOSIT
ONLY £209 PER MONTH

BRAND NEW VAUXHALL
GRANDLAND X
1.2T 130PS SRI NAV

PCP Duration: 48 Months
47 Monthly Payments: £299.98
Option Final Payment: £6,167.00
Cash Price: £23,008.08
Cash Deposit: £499.00
Deposit Allowance: £5,000.00
Amount of Credit: £17,509.08
Total Charge for Credit: £2,195.24
Total Amount Payable: £19,704.32
APR: 4.9%
Annual Mileage: 5,000
Excess Mileage: £0.09/mile

£299 DEPOSIT
ONLY £309 PER MONTH

BRAND NEW VAUXHALL
CORSA E 1.2 75PS

Includes 3 years free servicing!

PCP Duration: 48 Months
47 Monthly Payments: £189.94
Option Final Payment: £1,858.00
Cash Price: £14,030.00
Cash Deposit: £999.00
Deposit Allowance: £1,000.00
Amount of Credit: £12,031.00
Total Charge for Credit: £1,754.07
Total Amount Payable: £13,785.07
APR: 4.9%
Annual Mileage: 5,000
Excess Mileage: £0.09/mile

£189 DEPOSIT
ONLY £199 PER MONTH

Specification includes:
- Bluetooth®
- 7-inch colour touchscreen
- AM/FM/DAB digital radio
- Multimedia – 7-inch colour touchscreen
- AM/FM/DAB digital radio
- Apple CarPlay®/Android Auto®
- USB audio connectivity
- Air conditioning
- Flat-bottomed leather-covered steering wheel with LED headlights
- Cruise control with intelligent speed limiter
- High beam assist
- Speed-sensing power-assisted steering
- Remote control central locking
- Steering wheel audio/phone/cruise controls
- Electric front windows
- Kニックル silver 16-inch spoke alloy wheels
- Spied sign recognition
- Electrically adjustable/heated door mirrors
- Trip computer
- Lane departure warning with lane assist
- Headlight washers
- Automatic emergency city braking
- ISOFIX child seat fixings on outer rear seats

£229 DEPOSIT
ONLY £239 PER MONTH

BRAND NEW VAUXHALL
CORSA SRI 1.2 100PS TURBO

PCP Duration: 48 Months
47 Monthly Payments: £229.94
Option Final Payment: £3,033.00
Cash Price: £15,993.00
Cash Deposit: £999.00
Deposit Allowance: £5,000.00
Amount of Credit: £10,993.00
Total Charge for Credit: £1,915.24
Total Amount Payable: £12,908.24
APR: 4.9%
Annual Mileage: 5,000
Excess Mileage: £0.09/mile

£229 DEPOSIT
ONLY £239 PER MONTH

Call 06 Vauxhall today to arrange your test drive with the North West’s NUMBER 1 family-owned Vauxhall retailer.

We’re doing it the 06 Vauxhall way!

152 County Road, Ormskirk L39 1NW
01695 572 551
www.06vauxhall.co.uk

Inchfield, Skelmersdale WN8 6LZ
01695 554 000

Open 7 Days: Monday – Friday 8.30 – 18.00 Saturday 9.00 – 17.00 Sunday 11.00 – 17.00

Official Government Test Environmental Data. Fuel consumption figures mpg (litres/100km) and CO₂ emissions (g/km). Vauxhall range: Urban: 12.7 (22.3) – 74.3 (3.8), Extra-urban: 23.9 (11.8) – 91.1 (3.1), Combined: 18.0 (15.7) – 85.6 (3.3). CO₂ emissions: 373 – 88g/km. Fuel consumption information is official government environmental data, tested in accordance with the relevant EU directive.

Official EU-regulated test data is provided for comparison purposes and actual performance will depend on driving style, road conditions and other non-technical factors.
WE BUY
CARS, VANS, MOTORHOMES, MOTORCYCLES & CLASSICS
TOP PRICES PAID

OPEN 7 DAYS
8am - 8pm

Call Charity on 01704 601002
07885 257 211
(ANYTIME)

WE BEAT ANY QUOTE! Established 1995
Marshall Motors

ELECTRIC HYBRID
19 HYUNDIA IONIQ 1.5 SE PREMIUM AUTO, petrol/electric, Victory black, sat nav, reversing cam, DAB radio/cd, service history, alloys, £13,999
19 FORD FOCUS ST-LINE 1.5 TDCT, very latest model, Desert Island blue, sat nav, DAB radio, privacy glass, £1,000 cash now only! £16,999
19 VAUXHALL COMBO LIFE 7 SEATER 1.5 TD ECOFLEX, Onyx black, alloys, touch screen, audio/phone, parking sensors etc £9,999

EXECUTIVE MOTORING & 4X4
19 KUGA ZETEC 1.5 TDCI ECOBOOST (PETROL) Shadow black, sat nav, sound system, Ford warranty £13,999
19 FORD FOCUS 1.5 TDCI (TURBO) Black, sat nav, remote control, workshop warranty £12,999

CARS
2005 FORD FIESTA 1.25, 5 door, 70k, Long MOT. Drives lovely.

Large Stock Of NEW & PART WORN TYRES!

Selling? Place your FREE advert online at champnews.com

START YOUR ADVENTURE TODAY!

FAIRWAYS MOTORS
THE HOME OF QUALITY CARS
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FAIRWAYS MOTORS
THE HOME OF QUALITY CARS

WE BUGHT
CARS & VANS

Bought for cash

CHAMPION FRIENDS

visit us today, it's FREE and simple to join:
friends.champnews.com

Or call to listen to dates
waiting to hear from you:
0906 500 6621

00:40 call cost £1.55 per min, plus your phone company’s access charge.
Service provided by JMedia Ltd, RH1 3GQ. For help call 0207 720 7130.
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**SPORT**

**Bucks win again to keep in touch with leaders**

**Congleton Town 0**
**Bootle 3**

BOOTLE continued their impressive form with a hard-fought 3-0 win over Congleton Town at the weekend, writes Conor O’Neill.

The victory, Bootle’s seventh in a row, saw them move into third place behind league leaders 1874 Northwich.

Bootle picked up from where they left off on Tuesday night when they beat Runcorn Town 4-0 and opened the scoring on 18 minutes.

Kieran Halligan and John Connolly combined down the right before the latter crossed for Carl Peers who swept the ball home from 12-yard out.

Jack McGovern then denied Dan Cope at the other end before the Bucs doubled their lead 10 minutes before the interval.

Daniel Brady released Michael Carberry down the left. The full-back then ghosted past Kieron Bridlen before his inch-perfect cross was headed home by Rob Doran at the back post.

The hosts started the second half brightly, but it was the Bucks who created the first meaningful chance of the half when Peers and Doran combined inside the box with the ball eventually finding its way to Connolly, but the midfielder dragged his effort wide of the far post.

Liam Loughlin saw his header cleared off the line by Lewis Bergin as Doran’s side went in search of a third.

But with just over 20 minutes remaining, the Bucks were reduced to 10 men after Connolly was shown a straight red card following a coming together with Cope. However, despite being a man down, Doran’s side would add a third from a penalty.

Substitute Warren Jevons was brought down inside the penalty area by Bridlen with the referee having no hesitation in pointing to the spot and Ste Hoy stepped up and coolly converted from 12 yards out. Bootle visit Hanley Town on Saturday.

**Captain Cummins bags all four goals for free scoring Mariners**

**Maghull**

Impressive win boosts Remyca survival bid

Litherland Remyca 4

Hanley Town 1

REMYCA put in one of their best performances of the season to earn a much-needed three points. Goals from James Law, Paul Foy and the debuting Einar White, all of whom were travelling Mariners.

Cummins could have been one goal up in the opening five minutes, but Thomson scuffed a shot wide of Travis Wilson’s net.

White, recently signed from Skelmersdale, played the opening 45 minutes for Remyca and looked a class above his opponents. He threaded a ball across the pitch to Paul Foy, the resulting early chance saw a powerful shot saved with one hand by Worrich.

The deadlock was broken on 18 minutes when Foy took the ball from moments of his own hand and ran at the Hanley defenders. Cutting in from the wing, he unleashed a shot, that was saved by Worrich, but the resulting flurry fell to the feet of Law who blasted his shot into the back of the net.

Not long after this, it was 2-0. A beautiful pass from the constantly impressive James Hammill, was played to White. The attacker rounded the keeper with ease and dinked his shot in.

Two minutes after the second half whistle was blown, Remyca were 3-0 up. This time, substitute Duff made a powerful pass to Foy in the box and the forward showed class, as he beat a defender shot into the bottom corner.

Chances were few and far between in the second half and Litherland added another to their score tally in odd fashion. A loose cross was attacked into the box, but Cope reacted first to win the header for Hanley butte ball came off his head and looped over Worrich for an own goal.

Cummins grabbed a consolation goal through the back of the net on 87 minutes.

Remyca are due to host Whitby Alport tonight (Wednesday) and have no match on Saturday.

**Maghull pay for missed chances**

Upton 1

Maghull 0

MAGHULL return to action after a four week lay-off did not go too well as they returned from their West Cheshire First Division match at Chester pointless at the hands of hosts Upton.

The visitors were the better side in the first period against a very good Upton outfit but they paid the ultimate penalty for missed chances in that time as a sloppy 15 minute period after the interval saw Lee Guiando grab the decisive goal which earned the home side all three points.

Maghull visit Capenhurst Villaon Saturday with the Reserve to host Litherland REMYCA. Both kick off at 2pm.

**Firwood Waterloo show they won’t be rolled over in impressive win**

**Firwood Waterloo 49**
**Douglas (Isle of Man) 20**

FIRWOOD Waterloo’s unbeaten home run this season continued with an impressive 49-20 win over Douglas, writes Harry Jones.

‘Loo came into the fixture having won six out of their last seven games so confidence was high and this showed as they made a blistering start scoring two tries and two conversions.

The first try was scored by Alex Ward and then the second by Gabe Davies as ‘Loo made a great break, allowing Davies to skip past the backs to put the home side in a comfortable position.

Both conversions were scored by Daragh O’Brien.

Douglas came back with a good response putting pressure on the Waterloo defence and got their first try and conversion. Douglas where then awarded a penalty to make the half time score 14-10.

The second half picked up the scrappy nature of the first but ‘Loo did manage to score a try, Gabe Davies’ second which was followed with another O’Brien conversion.

Douglas battled back to score three tries and one conversion in quick succession, catching out the Waterloo defence to bring the score to 21-20 and leave the game in the balance.

‘Loo were being frustrated going forward but had managed to get more of a foothold in the game and get what would turn out to be a decisive try to extend their lead, coming from vice captain Alex Tenev with the conversion being followed up.

Following this, the Douglas defence completely broke down and a relentless ‘Loo took advantage of this.

Firstly the Douglas scrum back was caught taking too long on the ball by captain Jack Weir who pounced to win the ball for him to score a try with the conversion being followed.

Alex Ward then profited from another missed kick to secure his second try of the game and another conversion.

There was still time for Luke Clifford to bag himself a try and O’Brien to score another conversion meaning he had scored all the conversions he had taken in the game.

Backs coach and fly half Alex Ward said he was happy with the way they reacted to the visitors nearly levelling early in the second half.

He said: “Last year we probably would have rolled over and not got back into the game. We just need to push on and I’m sure we can beat any one in this league now.”

The result also means Firwood Waterloo are unbeaten at home this season. They are now third in the league table and travel to Vale of Lune on Saturday.
TAKE UP TO **50% OFF**
THE **BIGGEST BRANDS**
DURING OUR **WINTER SALE**

**FREE DELIVERY TO ROOM OF CHOICE** • **INTEREST FREE CREDIT**

**Castello Ottoman Frame**
From **£519**

**Denali Pocket Memory 1000 Divan**
Available in 30 Colours
From **£399**

**End Opening Ottoman Base**
Available in 30 Colours
From **£249**

**Madrid Ottoman Frame**
From **£269**

**Topaz Divan Bed + 2 Free Drawers**
Available in 30 Colours
From **£199**

**Seattle Ivory Bunk Bed**
From **£199**

**AINTREE MEGASTORE**
Long Lane, Aintree L9 9AG
Telephone **0151 521 2223** • Sales **0800 138 8288**
[www.bedfactorydirect.co.uk](http://www.bedfactorydirect.co.uk)